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REMEMBERING 9/11 VICTIMS

Murray, KY 42471
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Beshear says
Nov. election
polls ones
that count

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
2004 election.
Staff Writer
"People are
Gubernatorial hopeful Steve really ready for
Beshear knows he's leading in a
change,"
the polls. But he also knows Mongiardo
there are eight weeks of cam- told the Ledger
Times.
paigning left before voters go to
the polls that really matter.
"Most people
Take
the
Survey have made up
minds
-11SA/WHAS11 News poll their
they're
released Tuesday: Beshear has a that
Beshear
19-point lead over incumbent ready for lead
Gov. Ernie Fletcher with 58 per- ership that will
cent of the voters polled over elevate
Kentucky."
the weekend.
"The polls do help bring
Mongiardo
enthusiasm to our staff, but we said polls are
know we're in a trying cam- snapshots of
paign the next two months," people's feelBeshear said Tuesday night in ings at the
an interview with the Ledger & moment.
of
Instead
Times.
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
focusing
on
Beshear
Earlier
in
the
day,
About 60 Murray State University students take part in a solemn candlelight vigil Tuesday night at Lovett Auditorium in memMonglardo
rallied with AFL-C10 union the early numory of those killed dunng terrorist attacks on Sept. 11, 2001. The event, which also included prayer for the families of victims
want
to hear
members and other union- bers, he said people
and national leaders, was sponsored by MSU's United Campus Ministers Association.
endorsed candidates in Calvert about issues, like education and
City. Some of the other rally health care.
"They're asking, 'How is
participants were trade unionists
attending the annual Labor government going to improve
Management Conference at the lives of Kentuckians?"
Mongiardo said about voters.. .
X.entucky Dam Village.
Recently, Beshear haS touted
Along the campaign trail,
deaths of their colleagues that
By The Associated Press
Beshear, a former Kentufky a plan to enforce Kentucky's
NEW YORK(API — For the they blame on exposure to toxic
lieutenant governor under ethic laws and limit the goverfirst time since the Sept. I I, dust.
Martha Layne Collins, and his nor's pardoning power.
"I want to acknowledge those
The Democratic team also
2001, attacks, victims' families
running mate, state Sen. Daniel
Mongiardo, said they have wants to ensure that all children
gathered to mark the anniver- lost post-9/11 as a result of
heqd people's desire for are covered with health insursary not where the World Trade answering the call, including
ance and that small businesses
change.
Center's twin towers once police officer NYPD James
can afford this benefit for their
In
1987,
Beshear,
a
stood, but at a nearby gray stone Zadroga," said volunteer ambuLexington attorney, ran unsuc- employees, according to the
lance worker Reggie Cervantesplaza.
cessfully for governor against Beshear/Mongiardo Web site.
Fewer mourners gathered to Miller. Zadroga, 34, died over a
the
adventure
Wallace Expanding
eventual
winner
pay tribute to lost loved ones year ago of respiratory illness
Wilkinson.
Mongiardo, a
and hear the victims' names read after spending hundreds of
Hazard physician, gave U.S
out than last year, according to a hours working to clean up
Sen. Jim Bunning a scare in the •See Page 3A
city estimate. Unlike the pristine ground zero.
Victims' spouses, children,
weather the day of the attack, it
siblings and parents had read
rained Tuesday.
"It was very different being names before, often breaking
at the park today instead of down with heartrending mesAP
here," said Charlene Morgen, sages to their loved ones, blowA man holds a photo of a firefighter killed on 9/11 dunng a cerwhose
cousin
Debora ing kisses to the sky. At Zuccotti
emony at New York City's Zuccotti Park Tuesday. marking the
Maldonado was killed in the Park, where the sounds of trucks
sixth anniversary of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks on the World
attack.'The crowd was smaller, and buses sometimes overTrade Center.
it rained for the first time — it whelmed speakers, fewer tears
In Manhattan, victims' famiwas almost like saying goodbye, were shed and most readers did- Pentagon and a Shanksville, Pa.,
lies said the ceremony in the
n't speak at length — even when field.
this is the end."
President Bush attended park did not evoke the same
First responders, volunteers mentioning siblings or children
somber ceremonies at the White emotions.
and firefighters who helped res- who had been killed.
WASHINGTON - U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield announced that
"I guess they mean well, but
Around
the
country. House and the spot where terrorcue New Yorkers from the col) Murray State University has received two grants totaling $500,000
lapsing twin towers read the Americans went through the all- ists flew a plane into the I really wasn't happy," said Sal from the U.S. Department of Education. These funds will allow
names of the city's 2,750 vic- too-familiar day of remem- Pentagon. Surviving family Romagnolo, whose son. Joseph 100 local high school students to participate in the Upward Bound
ums — a list that grew by one brance and grief as they looked members and volunteers read Romagnolo, worked in the trade
Math and Science Program.
-The Upward Bound Math and Science program
with the addition of a woman back on that day six years ago the names of the 40 victims of center. "I get nothing out of this
at Murray State has done a great job in preparing
who died of lung disease in when terrorists hijacked four the Pennsylvania plane crash at park."
high school students for the challenges they face as
2002. Several first responders jetliners and killed nearly 3,000 a temporary memorial near
a math or science major in college," said Whitfield.
referred to the illnesses and people at the trade center, the where the plane went down.
Page
10A
•See
"With these funds, MSU will be able to continue
offering resources encouraging more students to
choose a career path in math and science."
The Upward Bound Math-Science program
allows the Department of Education to fund specialized Upward Bound math and science centers.
officers and other emergency personnel.
overturned while on a mission in Iraq.
By BRUCE SCHREINER
The goal of the program is to help students recogWhitfield
With a huge American flag as a backPfc. Sammie E. Phillips, 19, of Vine
Associated Press Writer
nize and develop their potential to excel in math
FRANKFORT. Ky (API -- Surrounded Grove, was the third Kentucky guardsman drop. Fletcher said the country cannot and science and to encourage them to pursue postsecondary degrees
by soldiers and other emergency responders, killed in two weeks. Two other guardsmen "shrink back" from an enemy that brought in math and science.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher led a solemn Capitol were injured in the crash that killed Phillips. the war "to our shores."
Program services include: summer programs with intensive math
"Let us not fail to go forward, and to let and science training: year-round counseling and advisement; expoFletcher told a crowd gathered outside
ceremony Tuesday to remember victims of
the terror attacks six years ago and pay trib- the Capitol that the terror attacks six years the enemies that would try to strike fear in sure to university faculty members who do research in mathematics
ute to soldiers fighting in Iraq and ago -began a new war unlike any war we've our hearts know that we are resolved to win and the sciences and computer training. this war and to not forget what happened on
ever faced."
"I am pleased the Department of Education is working to help
Afghanistan
The ceremony drew a bevy of 9-11." Fletcher said.
improve public education by providing states and local school disThe ceremony came on the same day
tricts with the tools they need to enhance the educational achieveofficials announced the death of a Kentucky Kentuckians in uniform, including guardsments of our children," said Whitfield.
National Guard soldier when his vehicle men, state troopers, fire officials, police
See Page 2A

Ceremony moves frookground_ze

Rep. Whitfield
announces two
grants for MSU

State takes time to remember 9/11 attack
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Tip leads to drug arrest
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
A tip led to small amounts of marijuana,
cocaine and methamphetanune being found at a
,
Crabtree Road residence earlier this week.
Angel N Duncan, 23, was arrested Monday
after officers executed a search warrant at her 125
Crabtree Road home, according to her citation.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department Detective
1},e Jackson, who also works for the Pennynle
Narcotics Task Force, charged Duncan with two
counts of first-degree possession of a controlled
substance (cocaine and meth) and one count each
of possession of marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia
Dunng the search of her residence, Jackson,
(..'alloway County Sheriffs Deputy Ricky Starks
and Murray Police Department Detective Chris
Garland found a spoon with meth residue, a tin
commonly used to smoke meth with residue, a bag
of marijuana, pipe with marijuana residue and
scales. After being advised of her rights. Duncan

claimed ownership of the drugs and paraphernalia,
according to her arrest citation.
Duncan also told Jackson she sold nuuijuana
the day before, according to the citation.
Jackson said the 200-plus cases he and Garland
have opened so far this year through the Pennynle
Narcotics Task Force this year more than double
last year's number. But residents shouldn't interpret that as Calloway County having more a drug
problem than the other western Kentucky counties
in the task force.
Cheyenne Albro, director of the I7-county task
force, said drug problems exist everywhere, but
Calloway County law enforcement agencies are
aggressively trying to crack down on illegal substances. in fact, Calloway County leads the task
force in drug arrests.
"We have an excellent working relationship
with city and county officials as well as state and
federal agencies," Albro said. 'The task force
gives the local agencies some of the resources
they need to work on the drug problems."
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
REMEMBERING 9-11: Krystal Free, left, and Shelley Kirks. right representing Murray's Cash
Express, presented a cake Tuesday morning to the Murray Fire Department in remembrance
of the terror attacks of Sept 11, 2001, and in recognition of the hard work performed by the
local department Pictured receiving the cake on behalf of the department are ()icicle Walls
fire marshal left center, and Sean Kelly. firefighter, right center

•9/11 attack ...
From Front
The victims of the tenor attacks in 2001
traltalcd Ldward,Thomas Edrhitn, A Navy weath
cr specialist from
'—leiorehead ho was killed in the
Pentagon itack
Soldiers from f-ort Campbell have played J key
role in the war
In addition. about 1.540 Kentucky gu.udsinen
are serving in Iraq And Afghanistan. including
about 1,200 in 444 said Kentucky 's adjutant yen
mil. Mai Gen Donald C Storm lie said 1. S
military personnel are 'serving causes of the
greater good
"History will get this right to show that those
that stood up are actually bringing hope and
opportunity to God's children, that lust happen to

use in" Afghanistan and Iraq. Storm told rep rids
after the ceremony.
Storm also provided details about the latest
Kentucky National Guard casualty in Iraq (see
- Page 5A).41e-santftillipt vas tiding m a-military
vehicle headed to a traffic control point when a
civilian sehicle swerved into its path near the
town of Rusiamiyah The military vehicle took
"evasive J•.t1021 struck 3 CUR en and overturned.
he said
Storm became choked with emotion while paying tribute to Phillips. who is survived by his wife
as well As his mother, father and stepfather. Storm
said Phillips was "a tremendous young soldier that
had lust tremendous potential
Phillips was the Itsth Kentucky guardsman
killed in tray of Afghanistan

progress
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Staff Report
A Farmington woman was
rushed to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for treatment
of injunes suffered while trying
to avoid hitting it dog in the
roadway along Ky. 121 North.
According to a report from
the .Callaway,_,Comity She
Department, Amanda C Smith,
31, was southbound around
12:40 p.m. near Potts Road

Tuesday when she spotted the
dog. Smith swerved her vehicle
to the right to avoid hitting the
dog, but dropped off the tight
shoulder of the roadway. She
overcorrected, crossed over into
the northbound lane and then
overcorrected again which
camel her vehicle to spin and
collide WA a
embankment.
The vehicle overturned and

Smith, who was not wearing a
seat belt according to police,
was ejected from the vehicle.
Her vehicle came to a rest on top
of a large wooden fence and
post.
She was transported to
MCCH by Calloway County
EMS. A condition report was
not available TrertihOsjiital officials this morning.

Graves County man injured
while riding lawnmower
Staff Report
SEDALIA, Ky. --- A Sedalia
man was taken to Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah after suffering multiple injuries Tuesday
afternoon after he was struck by
A truck while trying to cross a
roadway On a lawnmower.
According to a report from
Kentucky State Police, Jessie

Garland. 74. attempted to cross
Ky. 381 on a 2003 Badboy
lawnmower around noon. He
told police he spotted an oncoming truck driven by Rodney
Lancaster. 42, of Mayfield, but
thought he had enough time to
make it across the roadway.
Lancaster said he steered to
the right to avoid hitting

Garland, but was unable. The
impact caused Garland to be
ejected from the mower.
Sedalia First Responders,
Cuba Fire Department, Graves
County Sheriff's Department
and Mayfield-Graves County
EMS assisted Kentucky State'
Police at the scene. An investigation is continuing.

Why Not a new kitchen Why Not Yet that 18- year-old out of your new titanium refrigerator and into
college. Why Nat a convernbie two-seater stick shift that the kids can't drive Why Not two. Why Not a
two-car garage. Why Not a backyard high performance hot tub that seats six. Why Not a stand upisit down
sett propelled power mower Why Not have a kit of cash ready and waiting for arty emergency. Why Not a
24/7 home SOCunty system Why Not a second bathroom with a steam shower Why Not environmentally
friendly toilets. Why Not Italian ceramic hies. Why Nola Tuscan vacation. Why Not learn to parlare Hallam).
Why Not opera season
tickets Why Not raise the
roof and add on a second
story Why Not sunroofs
in the kitchen Why NM
buy a dog with a better
pedigree than you have
Why Not re-sod the lawn
that looks like d's gone
to the dogs Why Not a
frwster's degree Why Nat
a big master bedroom.
leg Not a 60 HO Plasma
TV (ask your spouse fLrsti
Why Not discard high
interest debt. Why Not
Wm an interesbng honey
into a business Why Not
a home office Why Not buy that autographed baseball Why NIA a country club membership Why Not
single -stack home gym Why Not a gym membership Why Not a personal trainer Why Not training to
irat<. no that anniversary get. Why Not a 'bigger' wedding Why Not a
tangti Why Not upcoog
second honeymoon He, MI Not "rind honeymoon Why NM a hard cedar porch swing Why Not a
iot of red cedar bird ler
Why Not
shingled root with solar panels. Why Nat amusing the
grandkoth• with a
Why Not ',etritrig wondertaty tech-y. Why Meta spa weekend.
Why Nor night senors Why Not
.
Why Not a 6r1 dual fuel range. Why Not cook up something
!r, do w,h1 ttat unfintste • •
Why Not iiand the deck. Why Not bnng back your hairline Why
Not a sunrcsom Why Not
C,,
Why Not a 30•foot rig sloop. Why Not a year
round h.
. ny hardwood hoofs Why Not see
Why Not
•
Sests- isiiiders of the World. Why Not
see three Well :Might, Why Not ail
Why Not? Yeahl
Why Not
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Accident injury stems from
driver avoiding hitting dog
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Fort Campbell
soldiers killed
in Ala. crash

KentuckvInBrief
State Police investigating deaths of
two Rineyville women
RINEY VILLE, ky. AI') - Iwo women were found shot to
death at a central Kentucky home Tuesday after the 9-year-old son
of one of the victims called police and said he had heard gunfire and
the women weren't moving, officials said.
The child was one of three whom police found unharmed in the
home in Rineyville, about 35 miles south of Louisville.
Tracy D. Burke, 31, and her former mother-in-law, Karen D.
Corner, 53, both lived at the residence. Authorities believe the
women had been dead overnight.
The boy who called police is 9 years old, and the others are 5 and
about 2. police said.
"We had a child to call in, the child was scared, called in and said
that the people here were not moving," said Lt. Shannon West of
Kentucky State Police, which was investigating.
Police said the children heard gunshots and hid in the house for
hours before calling police shortly before 1 p.m. EDT.

SKYLINE, Ala. (AP) — A
Fort Campbell Army helicopter
on a training flight in foggy
weather struck a power line and
crashed in a pasture in northeast
Alabama, killing all three soldiers on board, officials said
today.
The UH-60 Black Hawk was
based at Fort Campbell, Ky.,
where base spokesman Sgt.
Mark Swart said the military
had yet to release the names of
the victims. They were identified by the military as members
of the 101st Aviation Regiment,
4th Battalion.
Jackson County Coroner
John David Jordan said the helicopter hit a power line and
crashed into a field near a house
about 6:15 p.m. Tuesday.
Debris was scattered over a
large area, he said, and some of
the wreckage burned.
"There was fog in the area at
the time, but I don't know if that
1.4:is the cause." said Jordan.

Judge: Attorneys to stay jailed until
they account for money
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Two owners of Preakness winner
Curtin will remain in jail until they account for money they
received in a lawsuit over the diet drug fen-phen, a judge ruled on
Tuesday.
U.S. District Judge William Bertelsman said he would hold a
hearing to consider releasing the men, both of whom are attorneys,
after they provide a detailed accounting of what they did with
money they received from a $200 million settlement.
William Gallion and Shirley Cunningham Jr. are in jail in north
ern Kentucky pending trial on charges of conspiring to conunit wire
fraud. A third attorney charged in the case. Melbourne Mills of
Lexington, is also jailed.
"My intent is to detain them until their financial reports are filed
'in toto." Bertelsman said. "1 need to know where the money went
from that settlement."

Townerier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Calloway
County
High
School. Among the agenda
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & limes
items
recognitions, 4-H ROUND-UP: A Calloway County 4-H Round-Up was held Tuesday at Murray State
are
approval of a re-roofing proj- University's William "Bill"
Cherry Expo Center on College Farm Road. Among the clubs and
change-order
ect
and
approval of a joint petition for activities for youth to explore were: dog agility; quiz bowl teams; livestock showing; sewing.
agreed case as provided in and needlecrafts; geology/Geo-caching; horse and pony rides; school and project clubs; cookFebruary 2007, amended and ing; and more. Pictured above, Ginny Harper, Calloway County Extension Agent for 4-H/Youth
extended memorandum of Development, helps 7-year-old Emily Wilson with a sewing project.
agreement for Calloway
County Schools and Murray
Independent Schools.
II The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
DUBLIN, N.H. (AP) — The Old Farmer's warmest year in the last century overall, so people
Thursday at city hall. The
Almanac says it used time-honored, complex cal- will talk about it for that reason alone," said pubagenda includes Tourism
culations to predict that 2008 will be the wannest lisher John Pierce.
Director Lindsay Gelb, the
year in a century, along with a bit of folklore —
This year's edition, on newsstands today, presecond readings of the two
years that end in "8" have weird weather.
dicts a warmer than average winter in much of the
tax ordinances and two ordiPeople still talk about the frigid winters of country.
nances amending the 20071748 and 1888. tornadoes of 1908, Northwest
Believers can look for below-average snowfall
08 budget, a resolution
floods and the Northeast hurricane of 1938.
except for a narrow swath extending from northregarding the Municipal Aid
"At the very least, we expect it to be the east Texas to northern New England.
Road Discretionary Bond
Fund Agreement, a municipal
order concerning the military
leave section of the employee
personnel policies and procedures manual, and a recomare so many other issueS10 talk
"We fmd- a tot ofRepub)ieliaa
mendation from the Murray From Front
about."
Planning Commission to keep
and Independents are very imp
the single-family zoning west tourism industry and further
Fletcher is seeking a second portive of us in this electiott.4
of North 16th Street. The pub- developing the state's energy term after becoming the first Beshear said. "People are tired,
lic works committee meets at resources to gain independence Republican governor in more of extreme partisanship both itr,
5:45 p.m. to discuss bids for a and create new jobs also are on than 30 years when he was elect- Kentucky and at the national
culvert project at 15th and the Beshear/Mongiardo agenda. ed 2003. But Beshear is confi- level. We want to bring
people;
Sycamore streets and a
Although Beshear has said dent the governor won't get all together to move the state for-:
sewer extension at Bee
revenues from expanded gam- the votes he received four years ward."
Creek. The finance/personnel
committee will meet at 6 p.m. bling could help financial needs ago.
to discuss amending the in health care, education and
justice. he also said he trusts
planning and zoning fees.
III The Murray Independent voters to decide whether casinos
Westside Baptist Church
Board of Education is sched- should be allowed in Kentucky.
uled to meet at 7 p.m. on
Gov. Fletcher has built his
207 Robertson Road South
Thursday. Sept. 13 in the televised campaign around how
board room of the Carter casinos will harm the Bluegrass
3 and 4 year-old positions available
Administration Building on S. State. But Beshear said Tuesday
13th St. On the agenda is that there are other things to talk
Full Day (9_00 a.m.--2:30 p.m.)
approval of tax rates for the about.
Monday
(optional), Tuesday, &Thursday
2007-08
school
year.
"If Ernie Fletcher wants to be
approval of a working budget,
a discussion of drug and alco- a one-issue candidate, that's his Call Penny Perkins at 753-8240 for more information
hol policy and an emergency choice," Beshear said "There
first reading on changes in
graduation requirements. The
board will conduct a public
LIS( )11 !Ili I-CI 1 a Se NI ell •
1 Cal Center
,r
J
hearing at 6:30 p.m. to gather
comments on the proposed
crime
tax rates for the coming year
before final approval is made
1{01)(110 "ROW 1)0S 1{C111CdiOS,
and will also meet after the
regularly-scheduled meeting
ILlI
to conduct business as the
MISD Finance Corporation.
III To report a Town Crier
Dr. Dos Remedios IDr, Bob),
item, call 753-1916.
Pulmonologist, brings a much

University of Kentucky trustees elect
first woman to head board

. LEXINGTON._ Kr .(.AP) — ,The UniverstIy.olf,+entucky on
Tuesday elected the first woman to lead its governing board, a hiitoric move prompted by the surprise withdrawal of the apparent
front-runner for the post.
Mira Ball. an executive with a Lexington construction company,
had intended to run for vice chairwoman of the board of trustees.
But early Tuesday afternoon, Steve Branscum — the initial nominee for chairman — persuaded her to swap positions on the slate.
Ball defeated another trustee. Myra Tobin, 11-6 with two abstentions. Branscum was elected vice chairman, also over Tobin.
-I just heard the thundering sound of glass breaking," faculty
trustee Ernie Yanarella said of the election of the board's first chairwoman.
Although Ball's name surfaced from the start as a possibility to
succeed James Hardymon, she was a reluctant convert, concerned
she wouldn't have the time to balance her busy schedule. However,
she acknowledge it was an important step for the university, which
has tried to focus more on diversity in recent years.

Old Farmer's Almanac says 2008 will be hot one

Indiana man indicted on charges of
robbing 3 Ky. banks

•Beshear says ...

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - An Indiana man was indicted on
charges that he robbed three Kentucky banks during a 2 112-week
period this summer.
Rodney W. Prewitt, 41, of Charlestown. Ind.. about 20 miles
north of Louisville, was charged with three counts of armed bank
robbery, U.S. Attorney David Huber said in a statement Tuesday.
Prewitt is accused of robbing a PNC branch in Radcliff on July
30, taking $3,679.30; a U.S. Bank branch in Glasgow on Aug. 10,
taking $7,120; and a Regions Bank branch in Paducah on Aug. 16,
taking $6,000.

Kingdom Kids Learning Center

Seat belt citation leads to multiple
drug charges for Symsonia man
Staff Report
TRI-CITY, Ky. — A passenger in a vehicle cited for not wearing
a seat belt is also facing multiple drug charges after consenting to a
search.
Robert D. Wagner,48, of Symsonia, was a passenger in a vehicle
stopped by Kentucky State Police on Swan Road just before 2 p.m.
Monday when a Kentucky State Police officer noted that he was not
wearing a seat belt.
After the citation was issued, Wagner gave consent for a search
of his person and police allegedly found one-half of an ounce of
rnethamphetamine. Lortab. Xanax and drug paraphernalia in his
pockets.
Wagner was arrested and charged with first-degree trafficking in
a controlled substance (tnethamphetamine), possession of drug
paraphernalia, second-degree possession of a controlled substance
(Lortab). third-degree possession of a controlled substance (Xanax
prescription medication not in proper container and failure to wear
a seat belt.
He was lodged in Graves County Detention Center. The driver
of the vehicle was not named or cited in the report, but an investigation is continuing.

IL

in ono!ogis

needed specialty to the campus of
Jackson Purchase Medical Center,
Dr. Bob is Board Certified in Internal
Medicine having trained first in the
Philippines and then at Columbia
University in New York. He
completed his fellowship training in
pulmonology at Columbia
University, Harlem Hospital.

New Name. New Face.Same Quality Care..
Dr...lames ('ourtney
and staff
are pleased to welcome

.

We welcome Dr. Dos Remedios
and his family to our community!

Dr. Reed Jarvis

Dr. Bob is practicing with the
Morgan-Haugh Medical Group.
To schedule an appointment with
Dr. Bob, please call his office.

to, the Murray community.
Dr. Reel-I-Jarvis
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Leaving home
We had prepared for this day. We thought we had prepared for this Jay We Were not prepared for this day.
1)unng Labor Day weekend we took our son Wesley to
New Haven. Conn.. to move him in for his freshman year
at Yale Wesley is thinking about majoring in history, and I
think he thought it would be awkward for him to study at
Murray State in the same department in which his father
taught When he was accepted at Yale. he decided he could
not pass up the opportunity, so we were off to New Haven.
We borrowed Evelyn's father's new van.
and we loaded it down, every spare space
crammed with Wesley's clothes and books,
a carpet. a computer. a televiutoa. linens.
and whatever else Is required to outfit a
college dorm room these days Evelyn's
father reminds us that he took nothing but
a duffel bag to college, but apparently
times have changed.
We loaded down the van and started on
our two-day northern trek. We thought we
Nocalyind were prepared. but we were not prepared
I arranged for a trusted graduate student
to take my Thursday classes. to give A
By James
qui, and lecture on the colonial period in
Duane Bolin
Ledger & Times American History We took Cammie Jo out
of school for three days. so her teachers
Columnist
prepared homework for her to complete on
thc trip I took the dog to the vet for hoarding. and Evelyn
supplied the cats with enough food for the days we would
be gone We stopped delivery of the newspaper and the mail
until we returned
We prepared in this way tor the trip. but we were not
really prepared
Relying fir ,Mapquest for directions, we headed out toward
Lexington'. - Ken Ash/ilid.- and men through writ Vrryinia and
a %noon of the panhandle of Maryland We spent the night
in Hagerstown. and then continued the nest morning through
Pennsylsania, New Jersey. and New York We sort of made
horseshoe around New York City, and then finally hit 1-95
into Connectik. ut The traffic slowed to a trawl, hut we
finally made it to New haven in the afternoon around 4
Unable to move in until the nest day. we walks-kJ the
campus, found Ezra Stiles College (Wesley's residential college'. %'sited the Yak Bookstore, and then had supper if
don't guess they call it supper in the northeast, but we had
supper i at The Educated Burgher
We were able to move Wesley into Lawrence Hall on the
Old Campus the nest day. and it took some time to get
everything situated in his room and in the comnion room
that he shares with three •uitemates
We thought we were prepared. bringing everything that we
needed to bring. but we weren't really prepared
The nest day we went to an elaborate freshman Assembly at Woolsey Hall. and then to a reception Ai the presidenes house on !tollhouse Avenue, a street that lived up to
'its PitHing .as "the- most beaus-link -mu:et in Aincoca;:, Wesky
had other meetings in the evening. so Cammie Jo, Evelyn.
and I went hack to the hotel to recuperate and to prepare
for our leave taking the nest day
still were not prepared
usc nest morning. a Sunday. we attended church together
at. a church nearby the campus. we went to the cafe at Atti
cu. Books tor a tortoni lunch. walked. hack past Skull and
Bones to Wesley's room one last lime to nuke sure every
thing was in ordem. and then went out to College Street to
•AN Out goodhses
It was obsn.us that we were not prepared to sa) good
bye Vte•ley had to walk away, not to he late for another
meeting, but not prepared to lease just yet, we walked along
College Street with him to the Hewitt Quad, croaked out
another good he. and then watched him walk away yet
again
We had anticipated this day of lease taking for weeks And
months and even years, we had prepared for this day, but
when the time same to lease. to drise away, to travel hack
to Slurray we were not prepared
I remember the time. A few days Atet he was horn in
1914X. that we those Voie•Ity from Methodist Hospital in
Henderson It . home to No%',knit We stopped on the
was at ins father .
. drugstore in Dixon. to show him .41 ti
grandparents and triend•
Now, instead of bringing him hack home with us. we lett
Neste,
. at 'Yale to prepare for his tiro day of classes As tor
us we took the southern route home. down 1411 through the
Shanandoah Valles in Virginia. Altos% Tennessee to Nashville.
and then northwest from Nashville to !Murray I'm quite sure
that Vsesles was prepared to get started in his freshman year
in 1. 0/14"147C hut we feitIrTItt to an empty house, still not pre
,
pared
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Giuliani loves, hates-Mafia
NEW YORK IAPi Rudy Giuliani clearly has a
love/hate thing when it comes
By Larry McShane
to the Mafia celebrates the
In addition to the "Comfictional characters. incarcerschool with Giuliani and
mission- CANC, where the
ates the felonious ones, keeps
attended the mayor's first
heads of New York's five
wedding — was involved in
mum about those in his own
Mafia families Were indicted,
family tree
several murders.
The former federal prosecu- Giuliani made his prosecutonD'Avanzo was killed in
tor is both film huff and mob al hones with the "Pizza Con- Brooklyn by FBI agents in
nection- case — a mobbusier, still breaking out his
1977 when he tried to run
bankrolled plan to import $1.6 down an agent who had
raspy Don (.'orleone impres
billion in heroin through
soon and quoting lines from
stopped him on a warrant for
pozzenas
'The Godfather" more than
transporting 1(1) stolen luxury
The former two-term
two decades after busting up
cars
mayor's interest in the mob,
the New Yost mob's ruling
Among the book's claims
as either movie patron or
is that the mayor's father
hierarchy
prosecutor. is unlikely to
But Giuliant spent a lot
spent a year and a half in
-impact his presidential candi!OUR WIC
Sing Sing pnson for robbing
he once sstir
mated 4,000 hours — listendacy. said one- political anaa- milkman at gunpoint in the
ing to the bugged conversaIy
are more likely to 1930s — a decade before
focus on his performance
tions of real Mafiosi than
Rudy Giuliani was born.
after the Sept 11, 2001, terchanneling Marlon finuido's
But Carroll said that issue
rorist attacks or his three
chipmwd-s.heeked boss And
wouldn't play nationally.
mintage. and the resultant
long before anyone heard of
"If anybody is discouraged
fallout.
Tony Soprano iyes. Itudy's
for voting for Giuliani
-The positive for Giuliani
rant. Giuliani was tailing "Eat
because they think of the
fony- Salerno after the 1986
is 9111.- said pollster Maurice
mob. 1 think they should he
Carroll of Quinnipiac Univer"I'orrunissitin- trial
locked up — for pure idiosity. "The negative is the per- cy." he said.
Couliam's mob fascination
sonal %tuft
including A reported link
Giuliani has long expressed
A 2000 insesugative biogin his own family - has
his admiration for Francis
raphy resealed that Giuliani's
already surtaced during the
Ford Coppola's Oscar-winning
lose/hate deal with the Mafia
presidential c AllI paign.
films on the fictional Cotincluded his own family: His
although few expect much
leone Crime family. On New
political fallout from the occa- father and uncle had Mafia
Year's Eve 1997, Giuliani
ties I title Leo D'Avanzo ran
sional "Ciodlather- parody
screened 'The Godfather- for
But it provides a glimpse into a loan-sharking and gambling
1.500 wellFwishers gathered
operation out of A Brooklyn
his career path froni prosecubefore his second-term maybar, and used his father
tor to MA)01 to presidential
oral inauguration.
Harold as muscle to collect
candicLite
Giuliani even cited the
unpaid debts. author Wayne
Vs hen he arnvett as US.
film AS a blueprint for proseBarrett repotted.
attorney in 1983, the chance
cutors.
According to the hook, the
to take on the mob was an
"The Godfather' is my
two were involved tn a
otter Giuliani could not
favorite movie." Giuliani said
shootout with a member of
refuse
at the time.
watched the
the mob on a Brooklyn street
While many Italian- Amen
movie hack in the '70s and
in the early 1960s over a
can public figures avoided the
probably it helped me a lot,
loan sharking dispute D•Asanword -Mafia." saying it rein
in a lot of the plans that we
forced stereotypes. Giuliani
zti was partnered with a made put together for how to disused it repeatedly at news
man. Jimmy Dano, in their
mantle the five families in
conferences "By using the
illegal business, Barrett wrote
New York.word Mafia correctly." he
in "Rudy'
He later became a booster
insisted. "you actually help to
Giuliani did not dispute the of -The Sopranos," the hit
end the unfair stereotype."
book's claims, but said "I'm
HBO series about a New JerGouliani's pnisecutonal zeal
not going to read it. I'm not
sey-based mob family "It's
led an attorney for (ienovese
just a show.- he said when
going to conunent about it"
hos. Salerno to charge that
Italian-American groups critiThe book said GltilLant
Giuliani had "made it his per- cfillS111 Lewis D'AVBfIZO WM a cized the program for perpetsonal mission to bury tri)
mob associate who ran a
uating ethnic stereotypes.
tient
Giuliam's "Godfathermajor car theft nng It also
uncharactenuically, says the FBI suspected that
schus:k has prompted similar
replied with a no comment
D'Avanzo
who went to
complaints.

2008 ELECTION

At an annual event put on
by New York reporters in
2001. the then-mayor appeared
as the cigar-chomping "Don
Giuliani." accompanied by
cast members from -The
Sopranos.- He reprised his bit
solo at the 2004 Gnchron
Dinner in Washington.
And he opened a California campaign speech this year
in his Corleone voice: in
April, he invoked a mob
axiom in explaining why
reporters should take it easy
on his wife, Judith.
"She's a civilian, to use
the old Mafia distinction," he
said.
In a case both business
and personal, Giuliani's • clDse
mend and former business
partner — ex-NYPD commissioner Bernard Kerik —
acknowledged his own mob
entanglement last year by
pleading guilty to accepting
gifts from a company reputedly linked to organized crime.
Giuliani's ventures into
mob-speak are an issue that
Italian-American groups have
complained about to the candidate. said Dona De Sanctis,
deputy executive director of
the Order Sons of Italy in
America.
"If Mr. Giuliani continued
to do his Don Corleone imitation, that would offend and
annoy a large number of Italian-Americans.- she said. "We
would prefer no jokes. please.
It's not a laughing mailer to
us.A Giuliani spokeswoman
responded that he was "proud
of his Italian heritage and has
a record celebrating the country's culture and the important
contributions Italnui-American
have made.That group could include
actor Tony Sinco, who played
the menacing Paulie Walnuts
on 'The Sopranos- and
recently endorsed Giuliani.
"I love him," said Sirico.
"Ya hear what I said? I love
him."
Anybody got a problem
with that?
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Stabilizing Iraq a 'long process'
By ANNE FLAHERTY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) Stabilizing Iraq will be a
lengthy process that won't end
when violence in that country
- and U.S. troop strength are reduced. Secretary of State
L'ondoleezza Rice said today.
"We're at the beginning of a
transition in the Middle East,
we're at the beginning of a long
process of dealing with what the
: president called a long time ago
a generational challenge to our
security brought on by extremism coming principally out of
the Middle East," Rice said.
A day before President Bush
was expected to announce that
he plans to reduce the American
troop presence in Iraq by as
many as 30,000 by next summer, Rice said the U.S. views
the task of stabilizing Iraq as not
simply improving security within its borders but "to begin to
AP
have American forces in lower Secretary of State Condoleeze Rice, House Majority Leader Stony Hoyer of Maryland, House
numbers turn to other responsi- Speaker Nancy Pelosi of California, Washington Mayor Adrian Fenty, from left, and others take
bilities." Among those, she said, part in a ceremony marking the sixth anniversary
of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks on the South
is "the territorial security of
Lawn of the White House.
_ Iraq" with respect to its Mideast
neighbors, especially Iran.
In a 15-minute address from ing that conditions on the
.• "Iran is a very troublesome GOP conservatives said real
progress was finally being made the White House at 9 p.m. EDT ground must warrant cuts and
neighbor," she said on NBC's
and more time was needed, on Thursday, Bush will endorse that now-unforeseen events
"Today" show. "Iran is prepared
whereas Democrats said the the recommendations of his top could change the plan.
to fill the vacuum" if the United
absence of a political deal in general and top diplomat in
For their part, Democrats
States leaves Iraq.
Baghdad meant the strategy Iraq, following their appearance have rallied against the plan.
-That is what is at stake
at two days of hearings in
-We will continue the fight,"
here," Rice said. "What we are
Absent any
significant Congress, administration offi- House Speaker Nancy Pelosi,
prepared Jo do is to complete changes in the political land- cials told The Associated Press. D-Calif., told ABC's "Good
the security gains that we've scape, Democrats are where---The -White- House plans to issue Morning -America" today. "I
been making, to create circum- they were before the August a written status report on the always try to find common
stances in which an Iraqi gov- recess: without the 60 Senate troop buildup on Friday, they ground with the president. ... I
ernment and local officials can votes needed to pass anti-war said.
am asking him to give an explafind political accommodation, legislation unless they soften
The officials spoke on condi- nation to the American people
as they are doing in Anbar, and their demands.
tion of anonymity because as to why our country should be
to be able then, from Iraq, with
The Senate was expected to Bush's speech is not yet final. engaged in a war without end
allies in the war on terror, to resume debate on the war next Bush was rehearsing and polish- without end, at least a 10 year
resist both terrorism and Iranian week, although party leaders ing his remarks even as the commitment to the war in Iraq."
aggression."
have yet to announce what Petraeus and Crocker were preWhile several Republicans
Rice's comments followed measures will be put to a vote.
senting their arguments for a peppered Petraeus with questwo days of testimony from
"I don't sense an enhanced second day on Capitol Hill.
lions and criticized the adminisGen. David Petraeus, the mili- sense of skittishness, if that's
The address will stake out a tration's policy during the day,
tary commander in Iraq, and what you're asking here, on the conciliatory
tone
toward none immediately committed to
Ryan Crocker, the U.S. ambas- part of Republican colleagues of Congress. But while mirroring joining a small group of GOP
sador there. The testimony, mine in the Senate," the party's Petraeus' strategy, Bush will rebels willing to support a fixed
though, seemed only to harden leader, Sen. Mitch McConnell place more conditions on reduc- deadline for the withdrawal of
positions among lawmakers. of Kentucky, told reporters.
tions than his general did, insist- all U.S. troops.

Winkler Kentucky soldier killed
moves for during mission in Iraq
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of kids
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By JOHN GEROME
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, MM. ( API
- The woman who killed her
minister husband with a shotgun is seeking custody of her
three daughters, or at least frequent visits.
A petition filed in Carroll
County
Chancery
Court
argues that Mary Winkler's
continued separation from the
girls - ages 2. 8 and 10- is
"unconscionable and detrimental" to the children.
Carroll County Chancellor
Ron Harmon set a hearing for
next week on her motion.
Her former in-laws. Dan
and Diane Winkler. who have
had custody of the girls since
their mother's arrest, are seeking to terminate her parental
rights and adopt the girls.
Winkler, 33. shot Matthew
Winkler in their parsonage of
Fourth Street Church of Christ
in Selmer on March 22. 2006.
after what she described as an
abusive marriage. She was
voluntary
convicted
of
manslaughter, but served only
five months in jail. followed
by two months in a mental
health treatment facility.
Separately. Harmon denied
comment
the
without
Winklers' motion to try to pre
vent Mary Winkler from
appearing on "The Oprah
Winfrey Show" today.
Her in-laws had argued that
"it is in the best interest of the
children to live normal lives
and it is not in their interest
for their private lives and
problems to be aired in the
newspaper and on television.
No good can come of it."
The couple's attorney. Jake
Adams Jr., declined to comment on the judge's decision_
Part of Mary Winkler's
"Oprah" interview had already
been recorded.

FRANKFORT. Ky. (API A
19-year-old
Kentucky
National Guard soldier was
killed in Iraq when his vehicle
turned over during a mission,
military officials said Tuesday.
Pfc. Sammie E. Phillips of
Vine Grove was the third
Kentucky guardsman to die in
about two weeks while
deployed
in
Iraq
or
Afghanistan.
Two other Kentucky guardsmen were injured in the crash•
that killed Phillips on Monday,
the Guard said. The injured soldiers were not identified.
Phillips' unit commander,
Capt. Robert S. Mattingly, said
Phillips was "an excellent soldier who had unlimited potential."
"I never met a person that
didn't like Sammie Phillips,"
Mattingly said.
Laura McGray, a former
teacher and assistant principal
at North Hardin High School,
remembered the 2006 graduate
with a smile on his face and a
look of contentment.
"He was an outgoing young
man and was always ready to
help someone." she told The
of
News-Enterprise
Elizabethtown. "He would go
out of his way to help someone."
Phillips was assigned to

Battery B, 2nd Battalion, 138th
Field Artillery, based in
Carlisle. He joined
the
Kentucky
Army
National
Guard last year and deployed
with his unit last month.
Phillips is survived by his
wife. Ashley; his mother and
stepfather, Rachel D. and
Donnie Crutcher and his
father. Ronald E. Phlilips.
Kentucky's adjutant general,
Maj. Gen. Donald C. Storm,
said Phillips was riding in a
military vehicle headed to a
traffic control point when a
civilian vehicle swerved into its
path. The military vehicle took
"evasive action," struck a culvert and turned over, he said.
Storm, who spoke with
reporters following a ceremony
commemorating the Sept. 1
AP
2001, terrorist attacks, became
choked with emotion while Private First Class Sammie
talking about Phillips, calling E. Phillips of Vine Grove, Ky..
photo
him "a tremendous young sol- in
this undated
dier that had just tremendous released by the Kentucky
potential."
National Guard, was killed
Funeral arrangements for Monday when his vehicle
Phillips are pending.
overturned while conducting
Phillips was the 16th a traffic control mission in
Kentucky guardsman killed in !rag.
Iraq or Afghanistan.
Two other soldiers have Staff Sgt. Delmar White died
been killed in just over two Sept. 1 when a roadside bomb
weeks - Staff Sgt. Nicholas exploded while he and other
Carnes died Aug. 26 during a soldiers were escorting a confire fight in Afghanistan and voy in Iraq.
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Mrs. Peggy Ann Gallimore
Mrs. Peggy Ann Gallimore, 69, Puryear, Tenn.. died
Monday, Sept. 10, 2007, at Henry County (Tenn.) Medical
Center.
She was former co-owner of Cassie Motor Line, Puryear,
and a greeter at Wal-Mart for more than seven years. She was
a member of Puryear Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were one son, Rondall Jearld (Ron)
Gallimore, and one brother, Joe Max Hutson. Born Aug. 28,
1938, in Hazel, Ky., she was the daughter of the late Warlick
Wright Hutson and Sarah Eva Simmons Hutson.
Survivors include her husband, Bro. Billy Jearld Gallimore,
to whom she was married Dec. 23, 1954; two daughters,
Pamela Jo Gallimore, Paris, and Sandra Paschall and husband,
Kenny, Puryear; three grandchildren, Cassie Jo Moody and
fiancé, Adam Weatherly, Ross Paschall and Matthew
Gallimore.
The funeral will be Thursday at 3 p.m. in the LeDon Chapel
of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris. Steve Gallimore will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Kenny and Ross Paschall, Matthew
Gallimore, Adam Weatherly, Steve Loines and Donald
Umstead, active; Kenny, Richard, Mike and Glynn Gallimore
and Dustin and Randy Wilson, honorary. Burial will follow in
the Puryear City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday) and after 11 a.m. Thursday.

Christopher E. Stafford
Christopher E. Stafford, 51, Grand Rivers.
died Sunday, Sept. 9, 2007, at his home.
He was a Marine veteran of the Vietnam
War.
Preceding him in death were his parents.
Richmond Stafford and Mary Howell Stafford,
and three brothers, Nick Stafford, Tony
Stafford and Brad Stafford.
Survivors include two daughters, Kristy
Stafford, Benton, and Gina Stafford, Murray;
one grandson, Tyran Blaine Neeble, Benton.
Stafford
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home,
Benton. Rev. Jon Goodman.. will officiate.- Burial will follow in the Dixon Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after
11 a.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the trust fund for
Tyran Blaine Neeble at BB&T Bank, 900 U.S. 62, Grand
Rivers, Ky., 42045.
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Mrs. Mamie Sue Tyson
A graveside service for Mrs. Mamie Sue Tyson will be
today (Wednesday) at 1 p.m. at Acree Cemetery, Dukedom.
Tenn. Rev. Danny Potts will officiate.
Visitation will be at Jackson Funeral Home, Dukedom,
today from 11 a.m, until time to leave for the cemetery.
Tributes may be left online at www.hornbeakfuneralchapel.com
Mrs. Tyson, 78, Murray, died Sunday, Sept. 9, 2007, at 8:45
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
A retired sales clerk and beautician, she returned to this area
from Michigan and California 17 years ago.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Robert Tyson; one
son. Lawrence Randol (Larry) Tyson; and a sister, Essie Mac
Collins. Born April 26, 1929, in Weakley County, Tenn., she
was the daughter of the late William David Brockwell and
Mary Boyd McClain Brockwell.
Survivors include two grandsons, Joshua Tyson, Orlando.
Fla., and Andrew Tyson, Richmond, Va.; one great-granddaughter, Eleni Tyson, Richmond; two sisters. Mrs. Oma Lee
Rhodes, Sedalia, and Mrs. Versie B. Terrell, Martin, Tenn.

JOB OPENING
Director of Children's Ministry
A full time position is available at 1400+ member vibrant church located
in Murray. Kentucky. This person will join laity and staff in a team ministry. The Director, working with the Children's Council, will provide oversight and direction for a comprehensive children's ministry and will be a
motivator with high energy and excellent organizational and leadership
skills. Salary will be negotiated per experience.
Send a letter of application and resume, including a minimum of three references. to: Rev. Richard Smith at 503 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071.
No phone contacts please. Inquines regarding the position and/or benefits
may be made by email to pasturVmurrayfirst,com Persons may also visit
our website at www,mutraylirsLcm. The deadline for application is
October I. 2007.

First United Methodist Church
503 Maple St. • Murray, KY 42071
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KET will honor all veterans
at meeting here on Thursday

Ibinii)ersary

The Friends of KET P Kentucky's PBS
station) Board will host an esent for all
veterans on Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club house, 704 Nine
St., Murray. All World War II veterans
and their families are invited.
A preview showing of "The War," a
documentary by Ken Burns. filmmaker.
will be shown. In addition to providing
the preview of the documentary, KET staff
lo's
will be on-hand to introduce to the region
Datebook the Veterans History Project, American
By Jo Burkeen Folk Life Center, Library of Congress.
Community
For more information call 1.inda Scott
Editor
at 753-7944.

Post 6291 will meet at club house
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars of Murray will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club house for
the event honoring all veterans and their families by KET.

Lodge 592 will meet Thursday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at
6 p.m. at Ryan's Steak House.

Dexter meeting Thursday
Dexter town meeting will be Thursday at 6 p.m. at the
Dexter Center. A potluck meal will be served.

Rev. and Mrs. George Gray in 1947
Rev and Mrs George Gray of 205 South Ifah St. Murray.
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their witnesses were Mrs. Ellen Quarles, sister of the bride,
and Johnson Gray, brother of the groom.
Mrs (may-isformer Estelle Rosazza. daughter orthelate
Mr and Mrs. Grat Rosa//a of Bedford.
Re Gray is the son of the late Willie 0. Gray and Lillie
Gray Cundiff. also of Bedford
They have two daughters. Karen R. Gray of Fairfax. Va.. and
Mrs Teresa 13 Rollins and husband. Kenneth R.. of Frankton.
one granddaughter, Sirs. Tract Smith and husband. Kevin, and
three great-granddaughters. Anna Mackenzie Smith. Madison Renee
Smith and Maya Elizabeth Smith. all of Frederick. Md.
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and Marine Corps
Hood is a 2M12 graduate of
Murray High School and attended Murray State University
before entering the academy
She has been editor-in-chief of
Labyrinth, literary publication
of the academy
She received her commission :IS an ensign in the United States Navy and has been
assigned to the USS Ashland
at Virginia Beach. Va.
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Murray Shriner\ sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.. Murray. next to St. John Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447
2004.

The Murray Bank Good Life will sponsor a trip to Vermont
Nov 29 to Dec 3 For reservations to he made no later that
Sept 24 or for more information call Brenda Sykes at 76'
3338 or e-mail bsykesktthernurraybank corn

Congratulations

icruutet Snuth

.Aflimt1

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Fri- - day from 7-40-9 p.m. in the fellowship _hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be The Peacemakers and The Grants. Teddy Bears will
be collected for the Teddy Bear Ministry for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Emergency Room and Red Cross Chapter. There is no admission charge. but items for Need Line
will be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at
753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 7612666 or e-mail glory-boundO'hotmail.com.

Good Life plans Branson trip
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Glory Bound Entertainment Friday

The local Boy Scout Council has started an engraved bnc.
program to he placed around the flag pole at the local sum
mcr camp on Kentucky Lake. If you know of any Eagle Scout‘
or anyone else involved in the local Scout program. have thew
write to P.O. Box 487. Owensboro, KY 42302 or call 1-270
684-9272 for information.

GAZETTE

Nikki frier

The Twin Lakes Coon Club's Youth Hunt will be Friday
with registration deadline at 8 p.m. A trophy will be given to
the winner. The hunt is free and open to everyone 16 years
old and under Hunters should meet at the club, located east
of Hardin off Ky. 402,

Boy Scout Council starts program
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GED Fast Track Program planned
Calloway County Adult and Family Education will offer ,t
iree GED Fast Track program on Saturday mornings beginniri*
Sept. IS. Attica Smith. coordinator, said the class will meet
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m at the adult learning center at 1900
North 12th St.. Suite G. every Saturday through Nov 3 Parncipants must qualify to attend and space is limited For mum information call 759-5525.
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Shriners sponsor Bingo
Alysla D. Hood
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A hospital bed is needed for a local man in his apartment.
Anyone having one to donate is asked to call 1-270-354-6064
or 1-270-205-6090.

Sc
ray

Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each 'Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.
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Church plans special meeting
Bishop Faye Moore of Mt. Clemons, Mich., will be speaker at the Church of Living God, L.P. Miller Street. Murray
on Thursday at 7 p.m.

so
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Youth Hunt will be Friday

Hood graduates and
receives commission
from Naval Academy
ANNAPOUS. Md. — Navy
Ensign Ally via D. Hood.daughter of Susan I. and Lynal D.
Hood of Murray. Ky.. recently completed the four-year
officer development program
at the United States Naval Academy at Annapolis
Hood learned basic skills in
seamanship. ria% igation. infant()
drill. marksmanship and sailing
Throughout four years Al the
NA*AI Academy, she studied
sour-.es in engineering. %Acme.
mathernatiss. humanities and
Nokia' sciensc while undergoing extensor training in leadership, discipline, athletics and
character development
Hood also fulfilled the community relations requirements.
All Naval Academy graduates receive • bachelor of science degree upon completion
if their four-year training.
the Naval Academy's nussion is to dcselop Midshipmen
morally. mentally, arid ph y sitally tii produce combat lead
cr. of character to the_tiglyy

The women of Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church
will have Bible Study on Thursday at 10 a.m.
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Bible Study on Thursday
Rev. and Mrs. George Gray in 2007
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Henson and Todd
Randy and Jeanie Henson of Hickory announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Shellie Elizabeth Henson, to Adam Thomas Todd. son of Steve Todd and
the late Ina Todd of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Tony and Betty Henson of Mayfield and Ondee Reid and the late Tommy Reid of
Symsonia.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Melba Todd and the late
"- Calvin Todd and the late Eula Hicks, all of Murray.
Miss Henson is a 2004 graduate of Graves County High
School and is employed at Independence Home Pharmacy, Murray.
Mr. Todd, a 1996 graduate of Calloway County High School,
served five years with the Fourth Infantry Division of the United States Army. He is also an employee at Paschall Truck
Ones, Murray.
The wedding will be Friday. Oct. 5. 2007, at 7 p.m. at
Symsonia Baptist Church. Symsonia.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Pan and Green

Vance and Weber

Li Juan and Pan Kaiming of Tianjin, China, and Tom and
Lois Green of Murray announce the engagement and upcoming marriage of their children, Pan Ke and Samuel Thomas
Green.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Li Rugui and Yan
Yanan of Tianjin, China.
She is a 2006 graduate of Tianjin Foreign Studies University with a degree in international business. She is currently
completing the requirements for a master-of enterprise administration degree from the University of Pau in Paii; France.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. James
Wooton of Madisonville and Mr. and Mrs. Billy Evans of
Hickory and the late Joe Green.
He is a 1999 graduate of Union University, Jackson, Tenn.,
with a bachelor of science in computer science and a bachelor of arts in mathematics. He also holds an MBA degree from
the University of Illinois and, master of science degrees in
accounting and finance from the University of Michigan. He
is currently enrolled in the Economics Master of Arts program
at New York University.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday. Sept. 29,
2007, at 1 p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Neil and Julie Stubblefield and Terry and Christy Vance of
Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Terra Lynn Vance, to Nicholas Heath Weber,
son of John and Sherry Payne of Champaign, Ill., and the late
Fred Weber of Paducah.
Miss Vance is the granddaughter of Mrs. Sue Williams and
the late Louie Wiliams Sr., of New Concord and the late Edwin
and Willie Vance and the late Verna Mae Stubblefield of Murray.
Mr. Weber is the grandson of the late Edmon and Jean
Johnson of Paducah.
The bride-elect is a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 2005 graduate of Murray State University. She
is employed as an account executive by WPSD Channel 6
TV., Paducah.
The groom-elect is a 1998 graduate of Heath High School.
Heath. and is employed by U.S. Foods as territory manager of
Paducah.
The wedding will be Saturday, Sept. 22, 2007, at 4 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Todd Hill Quartet to perform at First Presbyterian
Sounds of jazz will echo in
the new First Presbyterian
Church sanctuary on Thursday
at 7:30 p.m.
The Todd Hill Quartet is
"Swingin' and Singing — for
the community of Murray free
of charge. This group, gathered from the larger Todd Hill
Orchestra, has performed for
over 20 years throughout the
mid-south.
The quartet, under the direction of Todd Hill, a music professor at Murray State University, performs American standards. The special live sound
of the group brings a mix of
latin jazz, rhythm and blues
and swing melodies.
Members of the group

include: Todd Hill, bandleader.
singer and pianist, Dr. J. Derek
Jones, saxophonist/clarinetist,
Joe Tarentino, string bassist.
John D. Madole, drummer.
Hill has a successful career
in music education and performance. He has played piano for
the Paducah Symphony Orchestra, leads his own well-known
groups throughout the region
and backed diverse entertainers such as Bob Hope, Denise
LaSalle. and Stella Parton.
Jones has performed with
the Tupelo Symphony, Tupelo
Wind Symphony and Paducah
Symphony Orchestra on clarinet, bass clarinet and saxophone.
Tarentino served as a band.

Brandon receives police
department promotion
Taylor and French
David and Verna Taylor of
New Concord announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Michelle Taylor. to Tommy
French, son of Thomas French
of Camden. Tenn., and Sandy
Smith of Murray.
Miss Taylor is the granddaughter of Robert and Simone
Taylor of Hamlin and Barbara
Brantley and the late Carlton
Brantley of New Concord.
Mr. French is the grandson
of JoAnne French of Camden
The bride-elect. a 2003 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is employed at Spring
Creek Rehabilitation Center.
The groom-elect, a 2002
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graduate of Huntington High
School, is currently employed
by Gaulding Logging.
The wedding will be Saturday. Sept. 22, 2007, at 4 p.m.
in Friendship Gardens with
Rev. Ed Clere officiating. A
reception will follow at the
ballroom of Curns Center of
Murray State University.
All relatives and friend are
invited.

BARDSTOWN, Ky. — Christopher E. Brandon of Bard
stown, formerly of Murray, was recently promoted to the rank
of sergeant with the Bardstown Police Department.
A police veteran for 11 years. he previously worked with
the Murray Police Department.
The son of Billy Brandon and Glenda Key of Murray. Brandon is married to Nicole Brandon and is the father to a son.
Matthew.
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26.50 or more. This exciting collection,
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paisley print train case.
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orchestra, jazz band director in
Metro Atlanta schools for 30
years and performed as a freelance musician in all settings,
Madole is vice president and
executive in charge of specialty projects with American Constructors in Nashville. He has
performed with many greats
including Bob Hope, Glenn
Miller, Vocalist Ray Eberle,
and the cast of the Lawrence
Welk Show.
Hill in addition to his work
as a professor of jazz serves
as the choir director at First
Presbyterian Church. He presents Thursday's performance for
the public to reveal the new
building's accessibility.
Workers completed construc-

tion on the new building Aug.
9 and the first service was
Aug. 19. The new structure
offers better accessibility. On
one level and has double the
seating capacity in the sanctuary.
The Todd Hill Quartet performance is the final event
offered by the church to allow
the community to see and enjoy
the new building.
Worship services are held
at 1601 Main St, each Sunday
at 10:45 a.m. with Sunday
School at 9:30 a.m. For more
information about the performance or new church building.
please call Rev. David Montgomery at 753.6460 or visit
www.fpcmurray.org.

•Veeruns•
children's consignment
and boutique sale
•
Ladies'and Maternity clothing also!
There are hundreds of consignors and thousands of
Items including clothing, baby equipment and furniture,
toys, and basically everything for children!
The boutique area includes new items from Rosanna,
Vive Is Fete, Silly Goose, Monday's Child, Mary James,
Secret Wished, Max & Lulu. Potato Saks, & others!

• Sale Dates: •
Wednesday, September 12th - Public Sale (10 am-7 pm)
Thursday, September 13th - Public Sale 110 am-7 pm)
Friday, September 14th - Public Sale (11 am-5 pm)
Saturday, September 15th
Public 1/2 Price Sale (10 am-3 pm)

Call toll free 1.877.753.5551
to participate

•

Seller receives 70!
Or visit the website to get a number and details:

www.kyweeruns.com

This sale is HUGE!
You have to see it to believe it!
And it is hold ONLY in Murray, KY!
Shop in total comfort at Murray State University's
Regional Special Events Center (RSEC)!
Enter at Entrance B'just off 121 North
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China bans lead paint in toys
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Peers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2005 Chevrolet Silverado LS 4x4
46,000 Miles, 2500 HD,
T/C, PW, PL.
Stk. #CT7302A

1996 Dodge Intrepid
110,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, CD.
Stk. #TT7985A

50,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL.
Stk. #CC7277A

S4995*
19% Buick LeSabre Custom
46,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL.
Stk, OtCT7283A

2000 Chevrolet
Blazer LS

2001 Chevrolet Silverado 1.5
2500 HD, 75,000 Miles,
Crew Cab, 2W0, T/C, PW,
PL, CD. Stk. #GT7238A

93,986'
2003 Saturn L300

2005 Mercury Mountaineer

73,000 Miles, Loaded.
Stk. C77236A

40,000 Miles, Leather 7
Passenger, TIC, PW, PL,
CD. Stk. #CP112

96,835'
2002 Toyota Tacoma SRS,4x4
66,000 Mlles, T/C, PW,
PL, 5-Speed.
Stk. #GC7971A

52,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, CD.
Stk. #GC7687A

51,000 Mlles, T/C,PW.
PL
--Mk140158

$17,985'
2002 Ford Taurus SOL

1999 Dodge Durango SLY 4x4
108,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, CD,7 Passenger.
Stk. #G7090A

2000 GMC Sierra SLE
78,000 Miles,
Z-71, 4x4
Stk. #GT799901A

92 588'
Tasiciatoar AN plow plus tax. eft and loans* addax. $64 50 doe No included
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Lynn McMasters tells her first hand experienc
Tuesday.
ing the 9/11 memorial service held at Texarkana College in Texarkana, Texas,
.
ceremony
the
ed
coordinat
s
McMaster
Approximately 200 attended the lunch hour ceremony

Hundreds streamed out of the
ceremony after about an hour
and fewer than 60 remained at
the end. The city estimated
3.500 family members and
mourners turned out, down from
4,7(10 attendees at the fifth
anniversary.
The city moved the ceremony because of construction at the
site, where several idle cranes
overlooked a partially built transit hub, planned I,776-foot
office tower and Sept. II memonal.
Some victims' relatives had
threatened to boycott the ceremony and hold their own
remembrance if they were not
granted access to ground zero
The city and the Port Authonty
of New York and New Jersey —
which owns the trade center site
- • allowed relatives to descend/
a ramp to lay flowers inside a
reflecting pool with two 6-foot

outlines of the towers inside,
and touch the ground where the
trade center once stood.
Howard Gabler, who worked
on the 47th floor of the trade
center's north tower and
escaped on the day of the attack.
came to mourn his son. Fredric,
who worked on the 104th floor
of the same tower. He has no
remains of his son.
-This is where he died and
we have nothing else," Gabler
said. "It's very painful, it's very
painful all the time, but today
was. I guess. worse knowing
we're not going to be back down
there
Gabler said he touched the
ground, which he fears will not
be available to him next year as
construction goes on. "So today
I kissed my hand and I kissed
the ground — I'm still kissing
him."
Former Mayor Rudy Giuliani
returned to ground zero
Tuesday, despite objections by

several victims' firilies and
firefighters who said he shouldn't speak at the remembrance
because he is running for president. Democratic presidential
hopeful Hillary Rodham Clinton
attended the ceremony. but did
not speak.
Giuliani was greeted with a
smattenng of applause after his
brief remarks, which followed
the third of the traditional four
moments of silence: one each to
mark the times when the two
planes hit the buildings. and two
more for when each tower fell.
Mayor Michael Bloomberg,
who has presided over each of
events,
anniversary
the
described Sept. I I , 2001, as "the
day that tore across our history
and our hearts. We come together again as New Yorkers and as
Amencans to share a loss that
can't be measured."
As in past years, the city
shone two blue beams of light
up in the night sky at sundown.
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Frei Column
Tobs000 0 Supple.

DEADLINES
Matey

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run
40w
, Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ad, Misr Run K'n'Inn b
Peruhi

Day

&gift Saw(

1 11 1

N. 1 )

$8.25 First Day- 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon. Classifieds go in.
1131,5 11* 149'? to reject r cut :1,7, submitted miner
.1048
.
• •
•

.uesdri

Vol 1 pit

*erkindey

Bon.5pa.

'lusty

*di pa.

;idly

Pull ea.

:net)

Tlial pit

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
Lee.
Hodes

Notice of Pending

Help Wanted

[
11121
Halp WOW

Litigation

PEPS/ MIDAMERICA

Unknown ups-rotor of a motor vehicle on US
641 on September 12, 2005

Isi

.,111 William C

ChipI Adams, Ill, Esci

Warning

OPEN INTERVIEWS
Monday-day 9AM-4PM

ler Attorney
.tructive notice is hereby given to the operator
motor vehicle on US Hwy 641 on September 12
that you have been named as a party to litigaIn Calloway Circuit Court Civil Action Number
I-00265, wherein certain allegations have heer,
negligence on your part, causing injury 1.. ,
...neer in a Murray Calloway Transit Authority
le Unless a defense or appearance is made in
rine by said vehicle operator within 50 daye of
...nue 22, 2007, a default judgment may be entered
against said vehicle operator
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BLD
Weitz Constructors,
Inc. 2517 Plantside Drive Louisville. Kentucky
40299. at TOO pm JEST)on Wednesday, October 3.
2007 for the Murray Calloway County Hospital -HEP. GMP Pricirug A MANDATORY pre-bid conference will be held on Wednesday. September 19, 2007
at 10700 a m 1CST?, in Conference Room 2 Weal at
the Murray Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 Interested parties
should inquire at 5021 491-925,0. Any contract
resulting from this bid will be a prevailing wage conSealed hies will be arespleci at

•Saturday WI-NOON
Now hiring local Murray potations
Pepsi MidAmenca is seeking local enthusiastic individuals to work at the
store level and help build customer relations Job requires maintenance of
in-store shelf space. inventory and displays Jobs require own transportation and requires lifting of 20 lbs Must work some week-ends and nights

Territory Sales Reoresentatiyes
Pepsi MidAmerica is accepting applications from qualified candidates for
a full time position in the sales execution of Pepsi products with a
Bachelors degree or 2 years of sales experience
At Pepsi MidAmenca we offer 401k, Defined Pension Plan. Hearth
Insurance, Paid Vacation, and opportunity foe advancement!

Apply mow
PS51 US Nara 641 N swim" KY azazs
Attn: Aslattay leryllor
127035.27-5088
brairtontaViprapistrraclarrarrtcacorn
Papsa AtIdAntarIca Is an Equal Opportunity IlittpIoyee

specifications which are available for purchase at
Lynn Imaging. 2300 Plantside Drive. Louisville
Kentucky 40299, ,5021499-8400.

TapLogic, LLC. a Murray-based Software development
firm. seeks WEB DESIGNER with at least 3 years expe
rience in HTML. DHTML. CSS, and graphic design to till

PUBLIC NOTICE

senior position Programming background and expen
ence with ASP.NET 2 O. Visual Studio 2005 and/or Flash
preferred but not required

tract For additional information refer to plans and

La Coma Mexicans. 501 South 12th St., Murys).,

KY 42071 hereby declares intention to apply for a
nretaurant alcoholic brew* no later than October
12, 2007 The business to be licensed will be located
at 501 south 12th St.. Murray, Kentucky 42071,
doing business as La Corms Mexicans. The owner is
Chong I.azares of 102 Saratoga Drive, Murray, KY
42071 Any peraon, association, corporation, or body
polipc _nay.protest the granting of the license by,
writing the Department of .Arcoholic. Beverage
Control. 1003 Twilight Trak Frankfort, KY 406018400 within 30 days of the date of this legal publication

Wareed

Leak
Notice
HAZEL Storage will sell
the contents of Unit 10
by private sale on
Saturday. September
15, 2007 at 8AM

Forward resume, references, and links of recent
work samples to jobs@taplogIc.com
No phone calls accepted.

TapLoqic L LC is art Equal Opportunity Employer

Marilad
4seareirweeree
arrneiroisnera

MURRAY-CALLOWAY

.161i

010

COUNTY

Work through the
Winter and beyond

„ritTP4
.
LA.

HOSPITAL

Takinghealthcare newplaces.
Murray Calloway County Hospital has
an opening for the following position.

FOOD SERVICE
COORDINATOR
Spring Creek Health Care Facility

7 acres to cut for hay.
You cut it, you keep it.
$10000
(270)3310166

your opportunity to w .75

with the Leading
Commercial & Inclustrwl
Contractor in the dr L-

today Cion•i num

.•

Oil.

great oppomuuty We

NI LASER
coter
Law Mai Rarrevil Sped*
Spitler Vint Sim Spoil.
Skin Reuvenalion.
761-4999

need
4 CARPENTERS

2 OPERATORS
2 IRON WORKI.14s
2 CONCRETE
FINISHERS
nil

Minimum

HAND-PATTED every
day at Sandra D's
94E 293-3816
THE Murray Ledge( &
Times considers its
sources reliabie, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using flits
mformation do so at
their own nsk Although
parsons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger 8 Times. nor
any of its employees
Accept any responsibi.
ry whatsoever for thee
4r:tweets

2 )r,

c tpertcmce

tip

Pas hased
Healthcare

10114

3 8405l.
paid

This position is responsible for assisting
the Food Service Director and Director of
Nutrition in ensuring that patients. visitors and employees of Spring Creek
Health Care Facility receive high quality,
nutritious meals. 'The shift is 1:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m.
Requirements: High School Diploma or
equivalent. Good understanding of cooking weights and measures. Two years
experience with supervisory responsibilities desired preferably in a health care
food service organization.

ST

10034

paid

Lilc Ins . holiday
40IK maids

pa',

MCCH offers competitive wages with a
competitive fringe benefit package. You
ma) send your resume to

Agri% online at
w

akkonxinicnon.0 CaT,

apply in

or

person or

Murray Calloway County Hospital
Attn: Human Resources

mail resume to
3 117 Charter Oak Dr
Paducah. KY

42001

las 270-441.7754
An

Equal OpportunitY
Fniployer

DISCLAIMER

803 Poplar Street
Murray. Ky. 42071
Fax: 1270) 762-1905

applications available online:
www.murrayhospitalorg
e-mail resume to:
Ilfoley4murraylvospitaLorg

When accruing the
help wanted'. leCtlial

WE TRULY _RECIALIZE UN I'm

rn our classifieds
MINIATURE wire hair
Dachshund, multi color
ma*, north of Hazel
Answers to Louie
REWARD
270-4928575 270-293-1422

WE

welipaer
inurnyledger orn.
ire will be redirected
to 5ibnetwork cum
By default

ak
banns will appear on
Murray, end local

this eretntte
Howeser. as a natioruil

ACTIVITY DIRECTOR
lull-time Monday through Fnday Prefer certified. No will train Applicant will need good
people skills, organizational abilities, and be
computer literate. Apply in person only. Fern
Terrace Lodge. 1505 Stadium View Dr E()E

ASSISTANT Database
Administrator,
Information Systems
Department Full-time,
non-tenure track position to begin October
2007 Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree in
computer science or
related held: one year
of experience with
Oracle, or Microsoft
SQL Server, or DB2
administration,
one
year of experience with
MySOL administration
is required Must have
strong oral and written
communication skills,
ability to work as a

member of a team
R••ponelbIlltie•
Under direction of the
Manager. Applications
Development, support
the institution's activities related to installation,
configuration.
maintenance
and
upgrades of supported
databases.
Application Citadilna
September 28. 2007
To Apply Send letter
of application, resume,
and contact information
for three references to
Chair.
Assistant
D atabase
Administrator Search
Committee,
Applications
Development Services
and
Support.
Information Systems.
Murray
State
University, 112 l&T
Building, Murray, KY
42071-3347 Women

and minorities are
encouraged to apply
Murray State University
is an equal educatron
employment
and
opportunity. MFD, AA
ernOkrYffr

webuie not all listings

•

Ft 11 ta

$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

010

I

Fri 114a

A child needs you'
Become a foster parent, up to 1361day
WKUIAFS
270-443
9004
Graphic
NEEDED
Designers needed on a
'ontractuai basis for
Argo format onnters
Must be availabie to
(lintel clients during
daytime working hours
F 9AM 5PtA Send
resume to
intoepecoproducts co
m Induct, samples of
graphic design propels
and references

yohnetwork coin
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tune' Please call

on the

110 11 you have Man

regarding
the Murray area

panatela

sib listings Think you

HELP WANTED
PereFuN Wee $ alias
dairy 7 der.•VIS•11
/Oh? OW paid
training • Benefits
Confect us nose

1 iNI-07440SS or
westISSISTelobsconi

1111
1lipalled
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is cu rrently
accepting applications
forth. following pore
bons Certified Nursing
We offer
Amistents
competitive wages and
W excellent benefit
PadlafiN AO1:4Y in Per
Son at Bntthaven of
Benton 21307 Main
Street
Hwy 641S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

1111
110plarited
TRUCK Wirers
needed with Class A
COL's Responsibilities
will include hauling
asphalt A Other con
struchon materials in
tnackr dump trucks if
you
meet
these
requirements
send
your resume or apply in
Person at 7025 Old
Cairo Road, West
Paducah. KY 42066
No phone ea/le
EOE

AVON PT help needed
931-232-6192, 877
420-6567
YARD Foremen needed Previous experience a plus Send
resume to P0 Box
350. Murray, KY 42071
or apply in person at
Myers Lumber Co ,500
South
4th
Street
Murray. KY 42071

Joe

Opening
Janitonal/Housekeepin
g
Murray
area
134inelbs available Fax
resume to 444 0389

rum-

Hip SNOW

V. AN I TO 114 1

PHYSICAL THERAPIST &
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
ASSISTANT

It NI(. CARS
-i'rump* pick-up
asaillahle
•Ilest price%

Purchase Area Physical Therapy has an
immediate full-time or pan-time position
available in our Murray and Paducah
facilities for a Physical Therapist and
Physical Therapist Assistant. Outpatient
experience with orthopedic. industrial,
and sports populations desirable.
Qualifications include completion of
National Board Certification and
Kentucky licensure. Excellent customer
service skills required. Salary commensurate with experience. Excellent benefit
package. Qualified applicants send
resumesincluding three references to:
Tommy West
208 South 6th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Fax:(270)759-9501
Email: tgwest@wk.net

Help throw
BRITTHAVEN of

Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Full-time LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an excel
lent benefit package
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Beethoven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 E0EiAAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle! Top pay, great
benefits' No experience" No problem'
Werner Enterprises
800-346-2818 ext 150

COT

It. Purser id OINK

Help (is Help kids!!
Be a Foster Parent
(270)898-1293
(8661 30NECCO

COM
Ni Ii, -.11 low Po, hit
ill 1.14 II
'umpany I rivers:
Earn up to 46 epm
:

weer nvo 0014,

r

PailEal*M1
.
4
Mow& Traumas

Owner Operators:

121 aPrn*
Surchargc
studerres Welcome
• N., I..enna. alnAdnn
•()faunal !Sir &
Harat
• 1: saa•I ma, a¢e

1-800-848-0405
www.ptl-inc.com
RN or LPN. Part-time,
2-3 days/week. P.O.
Box 1040-0. Murray
KY 42071
TIRE Technician needed. Apply in person,
Carroll Tire & Wheel
Alignment, 1305 N
12th St.

FT data extractor
Computer
skills [ff
oesec
l & Childcare
required Send resume
to Peco Products, Box
CLEANING for Homes
KY
Murray,
363.
or Businesses I have
42071.
20 years experience
FULL-TIME reception- 270 759-9553
WILL clean houses
ist for busy physician's
Flexible hours
office Medical knowledge required Mail 314-348-1738
resume WKS. 300 S
8th St. Ste 401E,
usiriess
Murray, KY 42071.
Opportunity
LOCAL company now
hinng telephone marketing specialists Full
and part-time positions
available Training provided
87416 per
hour. Paid weekly. Call
759-4958

WWW.HIAGENOCCO

For more information.
call Brad 753-4801
Computers
403
Computer

NEEDING
hair
Special
dressers
Effects. Benton, KY
Part time or full
703-0542, 437-4755

(Connection
Sycamore -752-0438

NOW taking applications for Mt positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person art Sonic
DrIvii-In. 217 S. 12th
st, Murray. KY. No
piton* cells.

MDM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

NURSE Practitioner or
Physician's Assistant
Part-time.
2-3
days/week. P.O. Box
1040-E, Murray, KY
42071.
PERSONS needed to
prepare income tax
Seasonal
returns
employment We will
train Free tax course
Cal 753-9204 or 437
4531
WANTED. Tax prolesmonals for local office
You provide the attitude, we provide edu
cation, training, and
career development
Please call 618 771
6296

Canpulor SsiseGervica
Molisaking Sento
Law Abler & lgitst*fir

1

Mant to Buy
•111121

amnousis Call Larry

753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U S coin
and paper money collections. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th
Murray
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpetwig 753-4109

pAlt
kEl sit
753-55IH)

REFRIGERATORS for
sale: black Frigidaire
white
side-by-side
Whirlpool. $250 each.
293-7450
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

On the Square Murray

(270) 753-1713

07 Hot tub, brand new
in package,6-7 person,
160
lots of lets, digital,
Hon.Furnishing@
ozoneator, water fall,
cover, retail $7300, ANTIQUE table & set's
must sell $3,600 er, desk (21 50 gallon
(573)300-1031
fish tanks with stands
12X24 storage building 227-1347
wlfront porch. New. KITCHEN table with
$3,900 firm. 492-82
,
2 leaf and 6 chairs, com1985 Honda Big Red 3 puter table with shelf,
wheeler. Electric start, doll cabinet, queen bed
shaft dnven, 1 owner. frame with head and
footboard, Kenmore
5800.
1976 Camaro RS. Call 18 portable dishwasher, 1 year old 767for details, $1,500.
1878
270-227-5960
CINDERELLA
prom LIKE new cnb, dressdresses. 1 size 4 yel- er/changer with hutch
low, 1 size 8 blue. $150 & changing pad $750
436-6202
each. 270-492-8614

Murray Memorial
Gardens
2 Crypts
Inside chapel
$8,500

Form Equipment

FEATHERLITE
aluminum flat bed for a 1 ton truck, $1,000.
(270)247-0335 20' gooseneck with
ramps, $2,000. 20'
HD Televisions
bumper pull trailer with
Come by Olympic dove tail. $1,250. 16'
Plaza to see our selec- bumper pull flat bed
tion of HD televisions: trailer. $650. 437-4295,
Flat screen Plasma & 227-6611
LCDs. Rear Protection
also
LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection SEASONED oak
fireof entertainment cen- wood $30 a
rick, $50
ters & TV cads delivered
Beasley Antenna & 270-227-8302
Satellite. 759-0901

Calloway County
•ictonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
HOVEROUND MPV 4
electnc power wheelchair. Like new. New
batteries. Over $6,000
new. 270-293-4721
NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate. solid
wood, carved legs, felt.
acc. package, retails
$4,500. selling for
$1,500, must sell
(573)300-1031
PLAYSTATION 1 a 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Prices, 753-0530
PRIME LOCATION' 2
crypts
at
Murray
Memorial
Gardens
side-by-side
inside
Chapel
level
2
(479)750-4811
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
FREE OVA or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HD programming w HD upgrade
Get months 3 FREE of
HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$29 99 per mo • $5 00
for local networks Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into
759-0901 or toll free
877-455-0901
TODDLER Firetruck
bed, like new $75.00.
Bed with mattress
$95.00. 978-2504
UTILITY trailer, $275
Playground set. $75
492-6337
WELDERS TVs miscellaneous shop tools
e quipment
Murray/Calloway ATC
will be selling surplus
equipment September
13 Items may be
viewed
Wednesday
and Thursday hl noon
Bid sheets can be
picked up and submit
ted on the day of sale
until noon 753-1870

OWNER
FINANCE
98 3BR 2BA $5,000
down $6415 month 1
acre 72 Sundance
753-1011
2001 Fleetwood 16x80
38R 28A, extra nice
270-489-2525
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down! Your
land or family land
7314134-4926 Ends
August 15
NEW 3BR singlewide
on 1 acre lot, move-in
ready, no rentals.
$51,500
(270)978-0921

NICE 2BR trailer No
pets. 753-9866
320
Apartments For Sant
1 OR 2be apts nea
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1 -BR Small kitchenette, all utilities furnished, no pets.
Aurora KY Call
474-2202
1BR dup1ex 505 Vine.
$250 49e-8225,
270-519-2702
1BR, all appliances furnished,
University
Heights Subdivision.
No pets. Deposit,
$325morith. 753-4937
or 753-1951
18R, various locations.
$200-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
28R 1 bath duplex on
Quiet street. washer &
dryer furnished, totally
remodeled, no pets
$600/month.
(270)293-6430
28R brick. w/11 hookup,
carport, patio. No pets.
$355 a month
753-6931 or 293-6070
2BR Duplex 1302
Valleywood $425/mo.
759-9920 293-1446

CLASSIFIEUs

2B • Siedomday, September 12, 2007

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
I roil, Diuguld Drive • Murray. KY 43/71

MOVING SALE
Terry's Decorating
1306-G South 12th St.

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Paint & paint supplies 20-5O'. off,
Wallpaper: $2, Borders: $1,

Inc .incl Iwo Bedroom Apcninvnts
tenual Heat and Au
Ai.kcptinit Appli‘attire.

Stocked hardwood: $1/sq.tt..
Tile: 50c/sq.ft.,
Carpet & vinyl pieces: $3-$6
All sales final. 753-3321

Offke 'lours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

Furling
38R only $262 pe

2138 duplex. nous
CAVA, spikiness furnished Various locations Coleman RE
/53 9890
4BR 28A all appli
&noes central HA
r ,wirrian RE 753-9898
SOUTHWOOD Orinckyminiums All appliances included 767-

month

5% down 20

years at 8% APR For
800-560-1951
eat S891
388. 1•1/28A. S W of
town large yard.
garage door opener.
appliances, $750/rno
• depose, references
NO PETS 753-7920
654 Utterback Rd 4811
2BA 2 car garage,
large rooms No pets
159-1436
cottage
cOuitfilv
furnished. 3138 213A. 2
acres, 2 miles from
i.stings

9948
FEMALE colter students need roommate
Piece
in
Murray
verything Included
Contact Gwen 270270-454826-0685
0585 or Murray Place

town 2 story
226-8085

HA/EL Aparlment`i
Now taking &epic.'
bons for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income

$800

MOVING SALE
4088 Northwood Dr
Behind Caine Mop
Thurs & Fri 7AM-SPIA
Sat 7-1
60 inch TV wept.% with miler & dess. stereo
DVD & VCR payers. 100 of moms. cedar bedroorr
set armoire couCh. recliners dnette set patio table
small kitchen appliances drills tent tools fishrig
equip 2215 speed new Schein bikes 3ur cabinet
Come mak* otter

Items For Sas
%ay...i twain a 19wiei fear
Ilassrmag art niimbar
NJ* advertised Shrfeln
F.r
thr

-my
• .i. S. atverear

mak.. it
any rain

10,10101 .4 .1.01/W41.1
t14•••••./ iii rar coo.* nrii
4r4 lunging, lannial 144

360
Renble

Mtional ongin, or aim
esti mfr.
4.. emir

an

impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible
8
Mon
492-8721
Thurs
10 12am EDO No
I 800-648-6056 Equal

landau!» or in.rungs.*

A&F Wdlehousong
Near MSU $20-50

0/11lAllt10.1
smisrrIlvrqg

to.lortsai
4s1s. erntal

753-7668

si.146, bard on lark. in
f.'sr to tn..e. pr”Issicki
;./ federal lax

\\ \II \It' I

• 4 on loolaarm du. law 1:.
air 110WIIN flit,'. !
.
• Al ,tariisnio asiwriard an
ar nasal orp.sn.
.24w

270-759-4874

W01 W Very c4een
and stylish $450 416
N 811^ No pets

•41.I••••, ••••••44111••

SS
sl I TSIOR 1(.1

489 2741

fn.

.-aw 4stirar.i.viv

1JVE Oak Apts.

New Remodeled
113R $29000
288 1340 00
3138 $425 00
5100 deposit specLi
G.1C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Alain

for dualifisKI appilicents

Office bouts 8 2
Mon Fn
Call today for appoint
merit
753-111221
NICE

26R

%It 10
sts
1ti) I.ttttIitin.
ii COndel it'll
rratisrpriiii
• WI
rts.41111% VMS

1270) 753-6266
291 aim
Cell
4 ,t
9 a"

duplex

Carpon No pets 227
105.4 or 753-7457
NOW LEASING
I 2 6 3beernorn Apts
We accept Section
•9 vouchers
---eipleceropyr-Cati AlfIs'902 Northwood Or
Monday

RENTALS
MINI-S I(/RACE
'long
S 4dSt

270-436-54

I7t-293-69N MURhA'-hire and
Lock presently has
,,nits aviolabie 7532905 or 753 7536

Wednesday Friday
Phrxie 759-4904
Equal Housirg
Opportunist
• • • A00-648 60%

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
eiriside kniate controi
St-sage

OAKS APTS
Special
So Devcsa

RED

,,rdy .41.erTed

IBEf 1325

•Sate & dear
•We soft boxes'
•We rent U Hauls
753 9600

288 $375
Call Today,
7S3-86118.

$020
construction
116
Thoroughbred Drive

NEW

FSBO.

& IL1101• moth

a.spl sr
,110414it lot nrdnlalr at.

Housing Opportunity
smoke-free
LARGE
288 IRA All new cabinets and appliances

BY owner aBi-28A.
ft garage,
vinyl siding, 1 -acre lot
• 12x60 mobile home
rented Five miles
North of MSU off Noy
80 $77 500(270)89872611270i556-6868
FORECLOSURE' 388
only $19,990 For listings 800-560-1951 oil
2.300 so

270-761-IBILY

Murray Estates 488
2 513A breakfast room
family room Floor

1:181fteMITI
[

EINIC"1"1

1814 in county Leese /I

deposit No pets 753
0728 994-3309
2 bedrqom wil mood
and tile Moots centre;
heave* smaller & pet
}Toe very rico 8575
more Must see 2268006
2 3 & 488 houses
deposit
4
L ease
required 753-4109
newsy
IBA.
288
remodeled no pets

3 bay shop for rent
1450 mono, Call 7531905
retail space
available Prime loca
bon 753 2905 291

Lab
puppies 2 chocoiate
yellow 437-4327

415 S 10th 1425
month 270 793 4602 ANGELFISH $3 each
170-22' 9819
or 270-435 4602
refrigera
BOARDING
DOG
288 stove.
480-2741
lot MN% binds carport
clean $450 month
DOG Oteckence
$300 deposit 407 436 2858
South 108-i 759 19617
TZU
.3 bedroom 1 bath SHIll
house $700 month No Pamela/Isar 3 months
pets 2930t39 1304 oid black mole $150
000 911•436 7477
Kingwood
MIR 1 MIA irninecte
tate condition extend
ed ease requited no

pets References and
_depose rigor«, 1/16
F Ronan* Dr $OSO per
month 270-293-4802
ir 270-435-4602
3 miles
38A 28A
Murray
of
South
references
$S 75/mo
Available October Int

*5-3-in - at,.. 3-00
978-6851
311/4 foreclosure
tor ON $19990 For
oolongs 800 540 1951
eat 51321

WHEAT straw J3 per
270-841- 1806
bale
mob*, number

1 have a client newest
Odin purcReerig•farm
on east side of county
minenurn of 100 saws

VOW, rause and out
bungs Cal David N
Miler Really 753-4573

[NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGI
•All Size
A

Climate Control

270-227-6606

ex/ FREE eesirs
- opm
SAVE $15 000' Great
end ol season bear on
nicely wooded lake
access acreage in pte
cruet development on
spectacular Kentucky
Lake, Paved rut iag

ubls Other parcels
avail at sender savings Call now 1 80°704-3154. x 1506
*asap
acre cleared land 12
mule from Murray
k4LSI 40015 Call Mark
Fredncli FILICar 978
1880
Fer Sib

•••OWNER
F'NANGING• •
405 S 5th St 11381
IRA $2000 dove'

USED TIRES
14 lb lb inch

Starting at 520
mounted
Call

753-5606

i

IUMW Valdes
atirt
llEF

Jeep Grand
1998
Loaded,
Cherokee
leather and PW winseats
and
dows
15.000 0430 931-4367477

Ford
Black
Mustang 42 000 mess

2001

co (270)559-5272
1992 Dodge Sprit
105.000 miles, runs
9(v,i1 5900 437.4499

PRICE REDUCED!
1907 latinvood

Exceilent location
remOdeled tedl
"PM LP3Illes
well maintained
For debris

270-753.8029
-410
as-ins
2BA. Largo wiciusn. 2.
car garage Appliances
included MIS,41000
1609

Cal

Mark

Fredrick

REAtax 976-1880
227 Jones St . Pueyear
TN 388 1 SBA I 400
so 11
recently completely
remodeled
9319314274761
627-1026

434
Hazei. remodeled
started but needs to
be finished Fresh this
house and have a total
coot of unclip 505 Cal
lot mama 1270)2936430

04 14 ion Chevrolet
414 Excellent Centilbedliner alution
minum wheels. 60 Met
wrchip Phone
day.
270-978-0565
270-436-5695 night
2002 Toyota Tacoma
80K
extended cab
miles. .$7.500 7532297 or 293-95211
as S-10 eat
336-2946

allheloance corn
(7701763410e

The count fair.

North of Town On Wells Purdom

Our local government.

Mosswee,. Mum gum&
lanesrapeng, &
leaf V AI winning
Sellslarrerwi svarrintred

TOUR AD
COULD IL
MERE FOR
ONLY 675.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

}lull
.

Electric

19118
24 Nemo asoveca

Com &
Res"
Lamm! lostred
1A11 slobs NE or small

753-9562

Community events.

plus garage
vaulted
suite,
master
3 BR, 2 bath,
floors.
room
wiwood
ceilings, dining
deck.
included,
dishwasher & range
concrete drive.
Well built by a wry
experienced builder.
Buy Now & Save Broker Fees
1,730 sq. ft. living space

No one covers the
no% s that matters to you like
‘f Rif community newspaper.

your community.

your nowspapor.

$136,900.00
Call Sam 0 270-254-6121

LEiiER
Oared
FUTRELL'S

Tree

Service
If I•
efe0e110: V. .1.. my &
Saguia Lk.ks
Pree &Intuit,
Liicnirrd & Insured
• 434-23

removal, etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDADLA Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters
sink & tree work
A-1 Joel Mower
repair pick-up, delivery 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry

\When

Bros.

l'a•ing

\

removal
Trimming
stump grinding tire•
wood Insured
489 2839

5•0'1 .N .0.1111
439-21187 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree

6

Subscribe by calling 753-191
Today! LEMER& TIMES

Si

sec,
trash traulcr rcnuis
minimum iaix ewes

766-1151 • 263-2783

Horoscope

JOE'S JOBS

BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday,Sept. 13, 2007:

by Jacqueline Bigar
for

Learn to he the diplomat. Others
seem to want and demand con'rot. It might be wise to learn to
iie back- Your ability to make
"534341• 227-56.14 money is enhanced by your sixth
sense. Bu) a lottery' ticket or
AORTAL OP two. hut don't take any unusual
MUNI:Ay
nsks. Actions speak louder than
r Continuous Guam words, and though you might
Garage Door Sonia&
hold yourself back or he overly
do act on your feelsensitive.
Owner Greg Mansfield
ings. If you are single, you could
(270)293-8489
meet that special someone
MiLLS & Sc.
toward the end of 2008: Make
Pressure Washing
sure he or she is available, or
vinyl, wood brick, sidwho he or she appears to be. If
A
ing. concrete decks
you are attached, you'll both gain
more
from frequent getaways together.
270-227-6160
LIBRA absolutely adores you.
'qua & )ard a 4 41
S431144 triendly

NEED HELP?

Handyman 'services
All remexieling.
No sib too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dyhamic,
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19) **a* You might be the victim
of too many thoughts As you try
Apt,
A
to sort everything out, you might
and Most Maio( Brands feel overwhelmed An effort or a
WARD-ELKINS gesture warms up a relationship
Tonight_ Deter to someone else.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** Keep track of all the ideas
TONI% 'I It 5\ is
that fly Many people have very
270-753-2279
you
different ideas from
Nevertheless, you are able to tie
ascsncies
in everything in a compact, clear
TRUCKING
way Creativity flounshes with a
ROY HILL.
t,rainstorming session Tonight
Septic system, gra vei
Oemsgrd Rory
Let someone else run the show
*tide rock
Bram Floor Joish
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
436-2113
Remodeirg Piurrtivr,
*ea* If you hit a block or a
Dozer work & Track
problem your resourcefulness
04w0 Gaimore 05raihoe
come into play Allow more
LA/Nii
, ••• •
W4 Do insure
fun to emerge in your life. You
Wallpepenngi Painting
Usaise-a- •
don't always need to be so seriCleaning 270- 227A partner or fnend makes a
6606 731-498-8904
731-247-5422 ,ous
:anng gesture Tonight Why not
=
gm
Just remember to flirt with
if you are attached
sweetie
your
SIMMONS'S
DOM iiieways.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
VS
NI
II %NUN
Mid I almalad
tri a If you can work from home.
answis.•pr.low
then do Though many people
%ORK
(111111111114NOS
want to talk to you, you still might
1-ki I 151151 511
ONIN1111411111
be more productive working
270-519-X570
.,ehind the smoke screen of your
NADEAU S
ome A key person knows how
Construction
:0 find you anyway Tonight Fun
fREi":15iiNG
loonng •Oecits
731 782-3951
and games
.Vinyl Wong •Al
731 336-5288
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Home Improvements
a **a a Knowing when to let
(270)979-2M
WILDUIFE
others carry the flag is instruLiciinsackinsured
Food Plot
mental to your popularity and
Consultants
AVM 981119111196
success Some people might feel
-Deer and Turkey
0-611 1211 Medi
as II you are always around and
-Custom panting
deem; fence rows
pushing Step back The end
*Soil testing
uncierbrushing. ponds
result will be dynamic Tonight
waterways
•Lwriong and Fertilizing
Hang out with a friend or two
/9 yrs trapenenrs
•Spraying
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
ifiledding area Design
'17;14634371'
your
**** Understanding
_ and Construction
responsibility and liabilities
and
Trees
•Wildlife
Cleaning
DAVID S
proves to be very important At a
Available
Service All external Shrubs
esaarung Vinyl tenon (270)293-5519rdays
759-0501
753-1537

WE SERVICE

TRAVIS
‘siviuti:11

David's
Home
Improvement

Mc

12701527-7176

ONJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting siding roots
decks
293-5438

•
ELM
LAWN SERVICE

388 28A. tarps lot
workshop.
24124
Menthol Co. WS/
Mark
CO
40000
Fredrick Rellitax
978-1880
a bedew brick.
Mai CASA. on 2 lob
$166000 Oilier ael-

cab 731-

1979 Ranchero (31 A/I
origin*. 73 000 actual
moles. 302 engine.
auto, am. power brakes
Al PePers from now
$8 SCO (731)247-3752

59A-brieitTiiis.
-8at 39
imineculate move ii$119900
condition
1118 Fainane 270293-4602 or 270-435
4602

IrKle 41

753-3553

Yamaha Virago
Excellent condition

LAKE ACCESS
1. AC.$34900

$395 month 753-2222
AKC {leg...Nivel

3PM
250

OF F ICE iv

1480

19K miles Nice bike
$1 000 978-1313 after

END-OF-SUMMER
Sakai

5

L

NEW HOME NEARING
COMPLETION

additions decks
hardwood. tile. carpet
up pat.
-sea -Nice. priced to
Garage yards
753-3966 293-9747.
buildings
752-0624
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs expenence
Anytime 753-9210
REDUCED
Price'
APPLIANCE REPAIR
2003 Victory Cruiser
SERVICE & PARTS
cubic
507 cc s..92
(270) 293-8726 OR
inches 9 000 miles
759-5534
new tires
Lots of
,
I ruck Va• burr
extras 17.800 Call
‘SPIIALT
705-7692

_
*14 Honda Nighthawk
550 New tires & seats

urrai Ledger & 'nines

SEMI RETIRED car
penter Start warnedstory 753-9440 R L
Woods

want.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Know when to back off and
let others take the lead. By
observing, you might gain a lot of
information about key people in
your life. Though this subtle role
generally is not you. it does
prove to be most beneficial.
Tonight Get much-needed R and
R.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** a Keep your eye on the
big picture and you won't be disappointed. If you get caught up in
others' whisperings or gossip.
the net result won't be the same.
Don't question so much, and try
to understand where others are
coming from Tonight, Where
people are
CAPRICORN(Dee. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Step up to the plate, where
you can make a difference. You
could be surprised by what
comes up for you if you relax A
loose idea or financial matter
needs tightening. You will be the
one who needs to do it, too
Tonight. A must appearance
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
a a** You might want to try a
different approach Though you
have great ideas making them
workable takes a lot of effort. You
know what you need. Go for
exactly that. Don't settle. Walk in
another's shoes. Tonight. Say
yes to learning more
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*we* A partner is absolutely
sure that he or she is nght -though you might not be Let
time answer any questions and
choose to be more diplomatic
than in the past. Express your
caring through actions, not
words Others will respond
Tonight Togetherness needs to
be the theme
TODAY
Actress Nell Carter (1948),
Bisset
Jacqueline
actress
(1944) actress Jean Smart
(1959)
BORN

•••

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internal at http:/hinvw.iacouelintablgar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

498 8954evenings

Back and Leg Pain?
Cara
black
2
(270)705-3:65

Try this:

SpineMEDTM

t ahs

FREE Firewood
must be packed up
in Murray (270)3394092
REE puppee to good
home 2 males, 1
female Shepherd met
293-3631 or 486-22315
FREE to a good horn'
Friendly 1-1(2 year old
Chocolate labeeagle
mix CO 752-6299

Decompression' Therapy
in adjunct with chiropractic care
to
.Dis protr
A SAFE and PAINLESS
• Pinched Nerves
lure imwnietkon)
• Disc
• Sciatica
•
• Die. generale/1
• Neck Arm Pain

• No Drugs
• No Injections
• No Surgery

Calhoon Construction,11C
General Contra( ti
Corn niercia//Residential

Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

270-761-6790
Cells 276-978-1007

Office:

later point, you won't want an
uncomfortable surprise. Curt a
tendency to spend if you're
upset. Find out other ways to let
go. Tonight: Your treat.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your very social and
charming style helps frequently
draw results you would like. You
don't need to wish; now is the
time to act and make what you
want happen Step up to the
plate. Make a dream a reality.
Tonight: Go for what you really

) Dr. V.

wads 1111116.11/1

or. Dobry Noiliten
270-759-0Cr30

Csocernannewsn Wm* •
shoescol unksesfri ems tam
As so ellwourlion ard

FDA

•0.031011

Etherton Chiropractic
1102 Chestnut

Street, Murray ,across from

Wendy s

Murray Ledger & Times

LooldogBack
10 years ago
Local students named as semifinalists in the 43rd annual Merit
Scholarship competition are Kenny
Bryan Emstberger of Calloway
County High School and Joseph
D. McKee' and Erika M. Wolff
of Murray High school.
Published is a picture of Jay
Stone, in a tobacco patch holding
a leaf ravaged by blue mold. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a by.
lo Mr and WS. Guy Fun, Sept.

Y-

20 years ago
Published is a picture of Vernon Nance, self-employed welder,
using a cutting torch on a piece
of angle iron for construction work
on the new Calloway County jail
building The photo was by Staff
Photographer David Tuck.
Births reported include a girl
to Joanne and Ricky Carson and
a girl to Beth Ann and Tim Henderson. Sept. 7; a boy to Chris
site and Wayne Thomasson and a
boy to Lonnda and Thomas Murdock, Sept. 8.
Also published is a picture of
the Calloway County High School
Class of 1967 at the 20-year reunion
held at Murray State University
CUITts Center
30 years ago
The cornerstone of Murray
Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons was officially laid in
ceremonies by James D. Bucy.
designer and building the new lodge
building on Ky. 121 North. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Gene McCutcheon.
Kenneth Paschall, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carves Paschall, and
'Tammy Feltner, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James R. Feltner, have
been named as king and queen
by the Calloway County. Farm

d

In football games Murray High
School Tigers won 49-0 over Ful-

Bureau.

ton County Pilots and Murray
State University Racers lost 38-0
to Delta State.
40 years ago
Marine James R. Bailey. son
of Mr. and Mrs lames R. Baile,
of Rt. I. Murray, is serving with
the First Force Reconnaissance
Company of First Marine Division in Vietnam.
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's has pledged its
support for the new pediatric ward
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Elected as officers of Murray
Civic Music Association were
Richard W. Farrell, Jack Winter,
Mrs. James Hart, Dr. James Kline
and Mrs. C.C. Lowry.
50 years ago
Joe Overby, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rue Overby, was presented
his God & Country Award in Boy
Scouting by Rev. Paul T. Lyles
at First Methodist Church. Overby holds the Eagle rank and is a
member of Boy Scout Troop 45
and assists with Boy Scout Troop
77, both of Murray.
The annual Myers reunion was
held Sept. 8 at the Murray City
Park. This event has been held
each year since 1938 on the second Sunday in September.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy McKendree.
60 years ago
Lt. Comdr. Hugh La. Oakley,
head of industnal science department at Murray State College, and
Lt. George E. Overbey, Murray
attorney and state senator elect.
from this district left Sept. II for
Newport. R.I. to participate in a
two weeks Inter Fleet in the Atlantic
Ocean.
Audrey Simmons, owner of
Murray
Livestock
Company.
announced Sept, 11 that the state
quidantine because of the anthrax
scare has been lifted.

COMICS/ FEATURFS
Mom wants daughters' dad
to claim them as his own
DEAR ABBY: I am a single mother of three girls, ages
12, 5 and 3. Yes, they all have
the same father -- which is
part of my dilemma.
When my oldest daughter
was 2, her father and I broke
up and were apart for seven
years.
He
has always
been a good
father, so we
never lost
contact with
each other.
Well, a couple of years
later
he
Dear Abby became
engaged,
and in 2002
By Abigail
he got marVan Buren
ried.
The
problem is I was seven months'
pregnant with our second child
when he monied. Two years
after he was married, I gave
birth to our third child.
Despite my family's urging.
I firmly believe that I should
not be the one to tell his wife
about his two "other" children.
The girls are getting older and
want to spend more time with
their father -- not to mention
that sometimes I just need a
break!
After five years, he still
cannot bring himself to tell
his wife. The younger two kids
have never been to his house,
and when he does come around
to see them or take them somewhere, ifs only. for-a few hours
at a time -- maybe a couple
of days out of the month.

Todaylnilistory
I.

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 12,
the 255th day of 2007. There are
110 days left in the year. The
Jewish holiday Rosh Hashanah
begins at sunset.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 12, 1609, English
explorer Henry Hudson sailed up
the river that now bears his name.
On this date:
In 1880, author and journalist
H.L. Mencken was born in Baltimore.

In 1914, during World War I,
the First Battle of the Marne ended
in an Allied victory against Germany.
In 1938, Adolf Hitler demanded the right of self-determination
for the Sudeten Germans in
Czechoslovakia.
In 1943, German paratroopers
took Benito Mussolini from the
hotel where he was being held
by the Italian government.
In 1944, the Second Quebec
Conference opened with President

Roosevelt arid British Prime Minister Winston Churchill in attendance.
In 1953, Massachusetts Sen.
John F. Kennedy married Jacqueline Lee Bouvier in Newport, R.I.
In 1960, Kennedy, then the
Democratic presidential candidate,
addressed questions about his
Roman Catholic faith, telling a
Southern Baptist group in Houston, "I do not speak for my church
on public matters, and the church
does not speak for me."
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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Heart condition leaves
man winded and tired
DEAR DR. GOT!': I am
a 60-year-old male. In 2004,
I had seven-bypass open-heart
surgery. The doctors said I had
a good heart, but it was weak.
Before my operation, I could
walk at a fast pace. Now I
can barely
walk out to
get the mail
without getting winded.
Sometimes I
feel like I
am going to
pus
out
when trying
Dr. Gott to carry groceries into
the house. I
By
Dr. Peter Gott have to stop
and
rest,
leaning over a chair. I was
like this the third day in recovery.
In the past 2-1/2 years since,
I have gained 65 pounds. I
weighed 190 to 200 pounds
before the surgery.
I had an MRI of my heart
and a CT scan of my lungs.
Both were OK.The doctors said
I had to lose weight, because
at 265 pounds, it is pushing
on my heart, and this is why
I am short of breath. I don't
buy this because I wasn't like
this before my surgery. They
have me on nitrates and all
kinds of medicine. I am barely getting by day to day. Can
anything be done to help me?
I am now living a dormant
life.
DEAR READER: Your
weight gain may be caused by
fluid retention secondary to
congestive heart failure. Your
other symptoms (breathlessness, exercise intolerance, faintness) are symptoms of this
condition, in which the heart
-

DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I know a couple that we
see nearly every weekend.
While "Dixie" is easygoing
and fun, her husband, "Fred,"
is extremely competitive. He
has already ruined board games
and Pictionary for me, and
recreational sports like bowling and pool are no longer
fun, either.
Fred is always either gloating because he won or sulking because he didn't. Fred is
otherwise a funny, intelligent
man. Aside from turning down
invitations to spend time with
them, how can we avoid the
frustrations that come from
hanging out with Fred? -* TEAM PLAYER,RENO: NEV.

Fred may be funny and intelligent, but he is also immature and a poor sport. Avoid
the frustration by scheduling
other kinds of activities when
you see this couple. Invite
them for dinner and a movie,
or another event that doesn't
involve competition such as a
play, a concert or a social
event involving other friends.
If that's not feasible, then you'll
have to limit your time with
them.
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I definitely do not want to
break up their marriage -- if
it comes to that -- but I need
help with these kids. She should
definitely know, right? -- NOT
THE INNOCENT VICTIM IN
OHIO
DEAR NOT THE VICTIM: This man see his children "a few hours at a time
-- maybe a couple of days out
of the month," and you cafl
him a good father'? He doesn't sound like Father of the
Year to me. He sounds irresponsible. You did not mention whether he's supporting
your three children, but if he's
not, he should be.
Of course his wife should
know what her husband has
been up to. However, whether
you're the one to tell her is
debatable. Give him a deadline to own up, and tell him
if he doesn't tell his wife, you
will. But if you do, be prepared for her to be irate. She
may forbid her husband from
seeing you -- and who could
blame her? After all, you have
been having unprotected sex
with her spouse.
Because you need respite
from caring for your daughters, explore whether this man's
parents or siblings would be
open to baby-sitting. But don't
count on his stepping up to
the plate any more than he
has -- unless you have a court
order in your hand.
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muscle contracts weakly, unable
to provide adequate circulation to lungs and muscles,
leading to fluid overload.
I believe that your doctors
are missing the boat. However, it is not my job as a family doctor to pass judgment
on cardiac specialists. But here
I go again.
You need a second (or third)
cardiologist, preferably one that
is not associated with your
previous heart history and your
(apparently
unnecessary
bypass surgery. You also need
a stress test, one that examines your cardiac ejection fraction (the strength of your heartbeat).
In addition, you need a trial
of a water eliminator, such as
Lasix, 80 milligrams daily, for
a week or two. I'm betting
that this will help relieve your
symptoms.
I also recommend that you
discuss your current medications with the new cardiologist. Perhaps you are taking
too many medications. This
can lead to drug interactions
and increased side effects. You
do not say what medications
you are on, but I would imagine they include blood pressure medications. Perhaps your
blood pressure is too low, which
can cause dizziness, faintness
and shortness of breath. If your
weight gain is not fluid buildup
from CHF, it may be secondary to your breathlessness and
_ lack of activity, _
You need to see a new cardiologist for another option
and a fresh perspective on your
situation.
Let me know how this plays
out and whether your new cardiologist has anything nice to
say about me.

ContractBridge
West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•.1 109
W AK 1064
•7 2
4.9 3 2
WEST
EAST
•Q 8 7 3
+542
Q 9 5 32
WJ 87
•J 8-4 -- - •—.
Elk 4
•KQJ 10 8 6 5
SOUTH
*A K 6
•A K Q109 6 53
+A 7
The bidding:
West
North East
Smith
Pass
Pass
4*
6•
Opening lead
four of clubs.
The ability to visualize how the
opponents' cards are divided has a
great deal to do with how well
declarer fares in many hands. Consider this deal where South distinguished himself in the play and
brought home a well-deserved slam.
South made a very reasonable
decision when he overcalled East's
four-club bid with six diamonds. It
was not what could be characterized
as a scientific bid
South had no
way of knowing whether he would
make six diamonds, seven diamonds

or go down one — but it seemed, on
balance, that six diamonds was a
good shot.
West led the four of clubs, obviously a singleton. South won with
the ace, cashed the A-K ofdiamonds,
and exited with the diamond three!
West was pleasantly surprised to
win a trick with the trump jack, but
his joy was short-lived. It didn't matter what he did next. A heart return
would give declarer two discards on
the A-K of hearts; a spade return
would give declarer access to
dummy and produce the same result.
So South made six diamonds
because he was clever enough to lose
a tnnnp trick that he didn't have to
lose. He would have gone down one,
assuming correct defense, had he not
played the hand the way he did.
The unusual play in the trump suit
was sure to succeed. Declarer real'
tied that West would be forced to
lead a spade or a heart after winning
the trump trick, because West could
not have another club. Even.if West
was smart enough to play the J-8 of
diamonds on the A-K, he could still
be thrown on lead with the four.
In effect, Last's opening four-club
bid boomeranged, not so much
because it made the slam easy to bid,
but because it pointed the way to the
winning line of play.

Tomorrow: Silence is sometimes golden.
C200716.1% f eature-, S)nchcate Inc
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F'ANU TSCIO

1 Awful-tasting
5 Faint
8 Constantly
12 Geishas.
sashes
13 Kind of system
14 Tad
15 Go limp
16 Just barely win
17 Pealed
18 Wild guesses
20 High plateaus
21 Wild tee shirt
(hYPh
24 Young
wreathe,
27 Petroleum
28 Tore pressure
meas
31 Shafts of light
32 Clothing detect
33 Lettuce pace
34 So long,
35 Musical scale
note
38 Fizzes
37 Regardless

39 Scent finders
43 Fiber - cable
46 Fossey s
friends
47 Follow closely
49 Purple flower
51 Tangles
52 Khan of note
53 Be overly fond
54 Threat ender
55 Voight of film
56 'Onnoco Flow'
singer
DOWN
1 Take a solemn
oath
2 Long-legged
Nile wader
3 Cheery tune
4 Villas
5 Crowded
6 Here in Le
Havre
7 Swab the deck
8 Blarney Stone
locale
9 RSVP word
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Summer fun for
Big Brothers
Big Sisters
Big Brothers Big Sisters(BBBS) had a busy summer and
Murray has a lot to offer for summer fun!
First of all. BBBS sponsored four cars in the annual Soap Box
Derby race thanks to support from Parker Ford.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet and the Kiwanis Club.
BBBS kids were able to race down the hill and
enjoy the fun of building the car, racing and the
sportsmanship of the event.
BBBS kids also enjoyed Fun Days at the
Park with free, healthy lunches and activities
sponsored by United Way organizations such as
the Red Cross and the Humane Society and others. Every other week the kids also spent
afternoon swimming at the park pool.
Mentoring
Thanks to Park management, a group of
BBBS kids and volunteers from the First
Matters
Presbyterian Church and the American
By Suzy Crook
Humarucs program at MSU enjoyed a day of
Big Brothers Bag
frisbee golf and a cookout with hot dogs. fruit
Sisters of
and veggies. We also held a movie night at the Murray/Calloway
George Weaks Community Center and conductCounty
ed a free car wash at Taco John as a way of saying thanks to such a wonderful conununity as
Murray and Calloway County.
I would like to thank the many volunteers and contributors over
Mkt BERRY/Ledger 6 Times
years who have made all these activities possible. Thanks so
the
(RSVP)
enjoy
some
Program
Volunteer
RSVP BON VOYAGE: Volunteers with Murray-Calloway County's Retired and Senior
much. Now that school is back in session. BBBS volunteer menCalloway
Monday
aftemoon
Center
Community
at
Weeks
party
the
larewell"
a
during
socializing
refreshments and some
tors are meeting with kids in the School-Based Mentonng program
County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins. the keynote speaker for the gathenng. thanked the group for their work in the commu- as well as the Community-Based Mentonng program. We are also
nity and encouraged them to continue with several other volunteer agencies in the area The program will terminate on Sept. starting up our Breakfast Clubs in both school systems.
28 due to lack of funding
Studies and reports conclude that a mentor can change a child's
live personally, socially. atademically and vocationally. Any parent or teacher can request a mentor for a child by calling me at
759-222T, Of if you would like to make a difference in a child's
life by becoming a mentor. contact at me at the same number.
issuing of uniforms, instruction throughout Kentucky. Six arc Falcon, Falmouth. Frankfort, Thanks to all of you for making a difference...one child at a time.
Staff Report
Remingsburg,
We'll he back next month with more news about BBBS!
equipment. from Lexingum and six are from Franklin,
and
materials
Ky
FR \Nisi-DM.
Georgetown.
Four are from Hem:hburg,
Ninety two trooper C.141e1N from assignment tit dorm rooms, a Richmond
wic -and- half -nide run and a Campbells% ilk. three from Glasgow, Grayson. Guston,
ihri uighout the OW and eight
Somerset. three from Corbin and Harold. Hazard, Henderson,
satiety of physical t linen train
*other states are st hedulajiii
Krypton,
three from Phyllis Albany, Hindman,
began 2 t weeks of training at ing and testing
Later, the officers are Paducah and Radcliff are each Lawrenceburg, Lily. London,
the Keritut Ity State Polite
Mt.
Mayfield,
Louisville,
represented by two cadets
Vattern% in Irani toil on assigned to KSP posh
McKee.
Mallie.
In addition to Murray. other Sterling.
'The cadets Are sk hedUleti ii
.suntlay
WASHINGTON (API — air and sea cargo inspections —
Kentucky communities are rep- Middlesboro. Mt. Vernon,
one of those cadets is Byron graduate Feb 25. 2(110(
Congress sent President Bush already have become law, and a
Seco,
Springs,
Russell
Premium.
each
cadet
one
by
resented
male
are
cadets
the
of
Eighty
used
He
White. t4. of !Murray
Dam, Smilax. Stanford. Stinnett, legislation to boost financial aid third, ethics reform, is awaiting
Beaver
arid 12 are female Miff: are Ashland.
to he a Murray Polit
Shade, for college students by cutting Bush's signature.
Summer
Berea. Sturgis.
African American and one is Barbourtillc.
Department officer
The bill would increase the
some $20 billion in government
Waco. West
Viper,
Combs,
Tomkinsville,
Bronston.
ille,
Bonnie%
Ifispanic
Ill
intlude
Initial atinities
Pell grant. which
maximum
stumake
that
banks
to
subsidies
•
Williamsburg.
and
Liberty
Edmonton.
cadets
Cumberland,
tieographitally. the
cadet check in and orient-mon,
poorest college stuthe
to
goes
loans.
dent
Eight are from out of state
Eminence.
59 communities 1-lizabethtown.
inutsluttoin 4)1 academy stall . represent
Bush has indicated he will dents, from $4,310 a year to
sign the legislation. despite pre- $5.400 a year by 2012. It also
vious objections to parts of the would cut interest rates on federbill. Specifically, the administra- ally backed student loans to poor
tion has criticized a student loan and middle-class students from
interest-rate cut and a new loan- 6.8 percent to 3.4 percent over
forgiveness program, among the next four years.
Buck
Rep.
California
other things
leading
the
House Democrats had made McKeon.
the popular interest-rate cut a Republican on the House educapriority during the run-up to the tion committee, criticized the
last election in which they rate cut. He said students will go
back to paying the higher rate in
regained control of Congress.
The House voted 292-97 for four years or taxpayers will have
the student aid bill Friday. to foot the bill for the cut to continue.
Earlier in the day, the Senate
"What once was a campaign
approved the measure 79-12. All
the lawmakers who voted promise has become a trap that
were will ensnare either students or
bill
the
against
taxpayers." McKeon said.
Republicans.
Democratic lawmakers say
The boost in financial aid to
college students was one of half the roughly $20 billion in cuts to
a dozen domestic priorities banks are aimed at excessive
Democrats set when they took government subsidies to lenders.
control of Congress this year. The subsidies were established
Two others -- an increase in the to ensure that banks enter and
minimum wage and mandatory stay in the college loan business.

Murray's Byron White reports for KSP training

Congress passes legislation
to boost college financial aid
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Sunday, September 16, 2007
Fellowship Dinner following morning service.

Speaker Billy Turner
Pa,t

n the early 1960's)

Sunday School - 1000 a.m.
Sunday Morning Service - MOO a.m.

Scott's Grove Baptist Church
EVERYONE INVITED TO ATTEND!

L

Hwy.641 Murray
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e-mail: sportstomurrayledger.corn

GOVERNOR'S CUP

Billboard Material
UK's BILLBOARDS IN LOUISVILLE HAVE CARDINALS FIRED UP

1

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Harry
Douglas earned his bachelor's degree in
political science. But the Louisville wide
receiver is pretty good at geography too.
So when Douglas saw the large blue
University of Kentucky billboards highlighting Wildcat players on Interstate 65
just a couple of fly patterns from Papa
John's Cardinal Stadium over the summer. his first thought was "wow."
While Douglas is friends with
'Kentucky wide receiver Keenan Burton,
the thought of seeing Burton's face plas-

LAKER SOCCER
ROUNDUP

tered on a billboard with the phrase
"Believe in Loyalty" on it every day was
a bit much.
"Whoever put them up there, it's
ridiculous," Douglas said. "Lexington is
in Lexington and Louisville is
Louisville."
Maybe, but in the ever-intensifying
battle for the heart of Kentucky, the billboards — 11 in all scattered throughout
the state's largest city — have not gone
unnoticed.
"I think a lot of our guys use it as

motivation," said Louisville quarterback
Brian Brolun. "You come into summer
workouts and you have to drive by the
billboards every day. It's something to
get fired up about."
Despite winning the last four games
in the state's biggest rivalry, which continues on Saturday when the ninthranked Cardinals (2-0) visit the Wildcats
(2-0), Louisville can't seem to shake the
shadow of the ever-present Big Blue
Nation, even on its own campus.
Which is kinda the point, said

Kentucky marketing director Jason
Schlafer. Coming off the heels of the
best football season in over two decades,
the university was looking for a way to
goose fan interest during the usually
quiet summer months.
"We wanted something our fans
could point to and be proud of and create
some buzz around the program," he said.
Ask Schlafer if putting two of the
billboards so close to Louisville's campus was a way of letting the Cardinals
•See CUP, 3C

MICHAEL DAN', . edger & Times

Wide receiver Harry Douglas, is
the Cardinals' deep threat as
they enter Saturday's contest
versus the rival Wildcats,

NFL NEWS

TIGER SOCCER ROUNDUP

Fit To Be lied

Positive
Turn
INJURED BILL
MOVES LIMBS IN
'UNEXPECTED'
DEVELOPMENT

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times
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Calloway County's Shauna Wicker
moves the ball past a Graves County
defender dunng the second half of
the Lady Lakers' 2-0 loss to the Lady
Eagles in Second District action on
Tuesday night at the Jim Nix Soccer
Complex.

Lady Eagles
clip CCHS
CALLOWAY LOSES CLOSE
-SECOND DISTRICT BATTLE
Staff Report
Calloway County's Lady Laker soccer
team suffered a 2-0 setback to visiting
Graves County in Second Disnict action
on Tuesday night at the Jim Nix Soccer
Complex.
The Lady Eagles (7-2-1) moved to a
perfect 4-0 in district play by scoring one
goal in each half to dispose of the Lady
Lakers, who dropped to 5-5 overall and 24 in district matches on the season.
Graves got on the scoreboard in the
first half off an unassisted goal from
Stephanie Ballard. Courtney Graves
added the second goal after the intemlission off a Hillary Clapp assist.
Calloway finished the night with II
shots on goal. Goalkeeper Kelsie Greer
finished with 15 saves for the Lady
Lakers. Kelsey Foy had three for the Lady
Eagles.
The Lady Lakers will return to the
field on Saturday, when they face Lone
Oak and Hopkins County Central in the
Lady Storm Tournament at Hopkins
County Central High School.

PREP GOLF ROUNDUP

Harper's 34
leads the pace
at Princeton
LAKERS WIN
TRIANGULAR TUESDAY
Staff Report
PRINCE MN. Ky. — Daniel Harper
shot a 2-under par 34 to lead all competitors as Calloway County's boys' golf
team won a tn-match with Trigg County
$rid Caldwell County on Tuesday at
Princeton Country Club.
The Lakers claimed the victory with a
team total of 149, which was good
enough to best Tngg's 171 and a 188
from Caldwell
Howard
Matt
Chasten
and
McReynolds followed Harper in the
CCHS order, as both fired 38s. Hunter
C;arnsoo and Austin Miles both turned
in a 19 and Brock Simmons carded a 41
Tyler Mitchell was the low scorer for
Trigg County with a 36. whil Andrew
Knight paced Caldwell with a 41.
In girls' play, Calloway County posted a team score of 221 Katie TindeII led
the Lady Lakers with a 53. Summer
Simmons followed with a 54. and Ellie
Fisher and &Mali Hassan each recorded
a 57

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times

Murray High sophomore midfielder Ryan Miller (25) battles with Marshall County defender Dustin Bryant
(9)for possession of the ball dunng Tuesday's Second District play at the Mallary France Soccer Complex.
The match ended in a 1-1 tie.

BOYS PLAY TO 1-1 FINISH;
LADY TIGERS GIVE UP SIX GOALS TO MCHS
Staff Report
Local soccer fans were treated to
top-notch competition on Tuesday
night, as Second District rivals
Murray High and Marshall County
battled toe-to-toe for 80 minutes.
However, nothing really was
decided, as the two squads battled to
a 1- I tic at the Mallary France Soccer
Complex.
Man Sharddin gave the Marshals
(4-2-2, 1-0-1 Second District) an
early 1-0 lead on an unassisted goal
just three minutes into the first half.
Marshall held onto that lead until
halftime and for most of the second
half. But the Tigers (8-4-1, 2-2-1)
kept attacking the MCHS goal and
finally broke through when Jeremy
Curd scored off an assist from Jacob
Hines with only nine minutes left.
The two teams continued a fierce
battle for the final eight minutes, but
neither managed to find the back of
the net.
11111111
Marshall County won the battle of
shots 9-6. Murray goalkeeper Will
Hudson finished with six saves,
while the Marshals Brandon Dodd
recorded five.
Murray High will now take the
rest of this week off before going for
a season sweep of crosstown archrival Calloway County on Tuesday
night at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex
on the CCHS campus
SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & TirneS
Girls
Lady Tiger senior Laken Peal (3) tries to step in front of Marshall
Marshall Co.6, Lady Tigers 1
County's Margaret Thomas to gain control of the ball during Tuesday's
In a rematch of last fall's closely
Second Districl contest at the Mallary France Soccer Complex The
II So* T1GERS, 2C
Lady Tigers defeated Murray 6-1

Or-do

BUFFALO, N.Y.(AP)— Kevin
Everett voluntarily moved his arms
and legs on Tuesday when partially
awakened, prompting a neurosurgeon to say the Buffalo Bills' tight
end would walk again — contrary
to the grim prognosis given a day
before.
"Based on our experience, the
fact that he's moving so well, so
early after such a catastrophic
injury means he will walk again."
said Dr. Barth Green. chairman of
the department of neurological surgery at the University of Miami
school of medicine.
"It's totally spectacular, totally
unexpected,"
Green told The
Associated Press
by telephone from
Miami.
Green said he's
been consulting
with doctors in
Buffalo
since
Everett
Everett sustained
a life-threatening spinal cord injury
Sunday after ducking his head
while tackling the Denver Broncos'
Domenik Hixon during the secondhalf kickoff of the Bills' season
opener.
Everett dropped face-first to the
ground after his helmet hit Hixon
high on the left shoulder and side of
the helmet.
Everett remains in intensive care
at Buffalo's Millard Fillmore Gates
Hospital and will be slowly taken
off sedation and have his body temperature warmed over the next day,
Green said. Doctors will then begin
taking the player off life support
systems — including a respirator
— currently controlling his body
functions.
"It's feasible, but it's not 100
percent predictable at this time ...
he could lead a normal life," Green
said.
On Monday, Bills orthopedic
surgeon. Dr. Andrew Cappuccino,
said Everett likely wouldn't walk
again.
"A best-case scenario is full
recovery, but not likely," said
Cappuccino, who operated on the
reserve tight end. "I believe there
will be some permanent neurologic
deficit."
Cappuccino was not available
Tuesday. and hospital spokesman
Mike Hughes declined comment.
In a report Tuesday evening,
Buffalo's
WIVB-TV
quoted
Cappuccino as saying: "We may be
witnessing a minor miracle."
Bills owner Ralph Wilson said
the team has been in contact from
the beginning with Green and the
Miami Project, the university's
neurological center that specializes
in spinal cord injunes and paralysis.
"I don't know if I would call it a
miracle. I would call it a spectacular example of what people can
do." Green said. "To me, it's like
putting the first man on the moon
or splitting the atom. We've shown
that if the right treatment is given to
people who have a catastrophic
injury that they could walk away
from it."
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WNBA FINALS

SCORE Mt CP Arl

1

Detroit
takes
Game 3
PH(*.NIX 1AP) — That
blowout loss at home didn t
derail Detroit alter all
Mc Shuck ate hack on track
diet
heating
the
Phoenix
Isterc-ury /18-1t3 on "Tuesday night
to take a 2-1 lead in the WNBA
finals
1)etrint can wrap up its secors, title in a row. and third in
use scfasons. with another road
‘ictory Ihursday night In Game
of the best-of-5 series
this time. the Shock didn't
get caught up in the Mercury's
ultra up-tempo style
"Wes.iw the Shuck locus on
how we do business.- 1)ctroit
coach Bill Laiinheer said "A
quiet calm about us, .1 confidence als•ut u•. a determination
that we were going to come and
impete to win a basketball
pane
The coolc%t of all was Katie
Smith 'the 13-year old fiction
forward scored 22 points, one
shy of her career playoff high
'she made 4f.$ 3-pointers.
including 1 for-4 in an II -point
third quarter

•Tigers
From Page 1C
contested first Region champ'
onship contest. the Lads
Marshals re-established their
dominant way% with a rout of
Murray in Se k ond District
action at the Mallary frame
SoLCC1
With the &fear the Lad!,
tigers dropped to 7 I 2 os nail
and I- I in district pia% •al the
season Meanwhile. Marshall
inosed to 7 overall and 4 I in
the district heading into the second meeting of the .e.e.4m
between the two teams on Sept
27 at DtanClOrille
Ihr lady Marshals toot con
401 of this one early, getting a
piwt1 trfirrr Harlin- !Oudot oft-a
Hannah Lilts assist lust 10 nun
trte• into the match MUM
would add a second goal on an
anassisted •01C. hy Margaret
I hornas to take a 2.11 lead into
e halftime break

Haverstock Insurance Agency
•
•

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray KY •753.3415

Stara Auto

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

CLUB FEST CHAMPS!: The Murray Raptors U12 boys soccer team recently captured
first place in their division of the Mayfield Club Fest. Players and coaches pictured include
(front row. from left) Mario Vazquez. Brian Wilhelm, Tyler Stone. Jonathan Curd. Mitchell
Handigan. (middle row) Scott Svbekkan, Nathan Rister. Hunter Bucy. Tyler Noel, Justin
Wilhelm. Auston Snyder. Alex Gullixson and (back row) coaches Scott Svbekkan, Steve
Wilhelm and Andrew Gullixson

Mets, Yankees pause for anniversary of 9/11
NUM YORK 1APt — The
New York Met% and Atlanta
Braces paused before their gam.:
uesday night to mark the si‘th
JIMIVCINaly
I the Sept I I

attacks.
In Toronto. U.S. Ambassad••1
The Blue Jays and Yankees David Wilkins joined (apt
also paid tribute to police offi- William Lucy ot the New York
cers. firefighters and emergency Fire Department and Chief Bill
workers from both cities in Stewart of the Toronto Fire
Toronto
Department on the mound as
•
shca. Stadium score- *they threw oue.ceremorual first
hoard was turnedi41 as the Met. pitches
and Braves lined up along the
The pregame ceremony also
baselines for a moment of included an entrance led by the
silence the sparse crowd also Toronto police motorcycle team,
stood under an overcast. gray the performance of "Amazing
s
Grace- by the Toronto Fire Pipe
I is something that we'll and Drum Band, on-field recogunser forget,- Met% manager nition of the top 911 operators of
Willie Randolph said before the the !,car and a moment of
ceremony "It seems %Cr) fresh silence
in all our minds I guess "

Marshall continued to flex its
wormg muscles in the second
hall, getting a pair of goals from
Anna Downey and one each
lhomas and Ashley Smith
to pot the contest away
Murray did manage to gel on
the scoreboard in the second
half. when Libby Trevathan
wined unassisted But it was too
hole too late for the Lady
tigers. who were outshot I I -10
Sophomore goalkeeper Carly
Mathis - playing inplaceol the
injured Morgan Graham. who
suffered a broken jaw during last
Staff Report
SAURLO home win 0%Cf risal
FULT()N.
K)
Calloway County • recorded
Ifornestanding Fulton City
tic s.1%c• lta MUIR 4) COMIC
scored the lone touchdown of
Laana anal Latclha_ Sictralsoni
--the game as the bulldog's defeathad two saves apiece for
ed the Mune, Middle Tigers tiMarshall.
t/ wi eighth 'node football action
Ike lady tigers will try to
on fue•day night
shake oft the loss when they
the Bulldogs produced the
play .st Grace.. I Mints on
•aily score of the night on a ;thinscLis night
sant run 'um 19 14%1 /71115 before

American League Stanclingx
.AM Terms COT
East Division
L Pet GB
W
Busion
88 58 603
-Nee York
5
82 82 569
Toronto
72 72 500
15
Batty-nom
61 82 42725 1/2
Tar,pa Bay
61 04 421 26 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct 0111
Cieveiend
85 60 586
Deere
79 67 541 61,2
Minnesota
72 73 497
13
Kartsd5 City
62 82 431 22 12
(-lIcago
61 84421
24
West Division
W
L Pct GB
L
Ang.ace,
85 59 5430
',cattle
75 68 524 9 1 2
Ja.lan0
7? 75 486
15
TP•AS
69 75 479
18

Tuesday's Ganes
Texas 13 Devoe 6 1 51 garne
Detroit 4 Texas I 2n0 game
Boston 16 Tampa Bay 10
LA Angels 10 SallirnOre 5
N V Yankees 9 Tuonlo 2
Minnesota 6 Kanlas Cay 3
Clamant 8, Chicago While Sox 3
Oakland 7 Slimes 4
Wednesday's Gene
Cleveland (Weltrook 5-8) at Chicago
Whis Sox Named 11-8, t 05 p m
Mirroesota Sliva 11-13131 Kansas City
;Med* 7-12) 1 10 p m
IOUS 0001111.1•2 2-01 at Detroit(Wender
I6-51 605 pm
Tampa Bay (Jackson 4-14)II anew
i Lester 4-0) 6 OS p m
LA Angels (Escobar 16-7) at Eledinere
(0Devote 9-15t 605 pm
- -N Y Yi•nicia•(Musaria 8-10) at Snob
llaeGowsin 10-81 607 p m
Oakland(hew 14-7) at Seattile iBeesie
13-11 905prn
Peredityls Chimes
L A Angers (lackey 16-8) at Baena*
(Lapses( 1.1) 606pm
NY Yankees(Kennedy 161 at Toronto
IBiarrOd 8-7) 607 p m
Texas iGebterd 8-1 / at Oakland (Gaudin
100t) 905 pm
Tamm Bey (teinmel 2-4i at Seattle
(Weaver 6-12) 905 p m

Notional League Standings
Al) Tunes COT
East Creston
W
L Pet Oa
runi
Me'..
62 62 569
Phaaletpt.at
76 68 528
8
aardi
74 71 510 8 172
Wa,frxal,
65 80 44817 12
F torwla
62 83 428 20 1/2
Central Derision
LPcI GB
W
kakvaukee
74 70 514
73 71 507
1
Cdticago
Si Was
69 73 488
4
g
cartnnat.
65 7945?
64 81 44110 1/2
Pflaburgb
Houlaon
63 8)438
11

1:10•1•10n
Arizona
San Diego
Colorado
Los Angeles
San Francisco

W
82
78
75
75
56

L Pct GB
64 562
65 545 2?!?
6052?
6
69 521
6
79 45515 12

-Tuesday Gerrie
F tondo 13 Washrom 8
Mateulee6 Pittsburgh I
cobra& 8 Philadelphia 2
Mena 13. N Y Mots 5
Calcrrei 7 Si Louis 2
tiousson 5, Chcago Cubs 4. 11 wings
San Diego 9. L A Dodjers 4
San Francisco 2 Arizona 1
Watessdar's Gurnee
Weeks.(Bush 11-10) at Pittsburg)
(Gorzerinrh 14-7). 11 35 a m
Wesningonlienraten 4-3) a Flores(Ken
8-6) 1205 pm
Colorado (Bautista 2-11a1 Peadrene
(Karenck 8-3) 605 p m
Atlanta (Srnortt 13-7)at N Y Nets(Mane
14-91 610pm
St Lars(Reyes 2-13) AG-caret(racy°
8441,610pm
Chcago Cubs(Hi 8-81 at Houston (Abate
4-7) 705 pm
San Diego(Germano 7-91a1 LA 0041111111
(Love 11-12) 9 10 p m
Anzona(Webb 15-10)a San FrancliOD
ISEInMez 1-31. 915 p m
rairedrr's Genes
Si Lous(Wareing* 13-101 al Cricrell
(Hsiang 14-4). 1138 am
Colorado(Frame 15-71 at Pleadradva
(Dude 6-5). 605 p m
Chtzeiao Cabs(Trachea 6-10) at ficuston
(t9 WANTS 8-14) 705 p m
San Dego(Madan 12-91 L A Dodgers
)-4. 9 1r) r,
Bienzpacv 1,

TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSODID BY:

Lone Fulton TD does in MMS
halftime The 2-point conversion attempt was good to give
Fulton the lead
Murray I -It had several
opportunities to wore in the
contest. hut it could not reach
the end root The- Tigers
appeared to score once on a 42sad run by Ian Heskett. but the
plas was called hack because of
a hi/IL/Mr penalty

Tickets: 809-4895 or
ticketmaster.com

•• •
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Kendall Deese paced the
MMS offense with over HX)
yards rushing and several passing yards. as the Tiger offense
moved the ball well but failed to
score.

Marray Middle will irtum
the field on Thursday. when it
hosts Fulton County at Ty
Holland Stadium.

• 5

Lindy Soifer
Won fracky roma Agincy
To is,,atrcu Iv easmc•
cor•Ccl tor i001V

AU Melo SY. • 753-5142

TV, radio
TODAY
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1 pm
WQril - Ciereiann at Ctacago White
Sox
6 p.m.
ESPN - Atlanta at N V Mets
7 p.m
WON
Chicago Cubs at Houston

•
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CINCINNATI 7, ST. LOUIS 2

Dunn, Reds deal another
blow to fading Cardinals
;CINCINNATI (API Plgyers slumped in their padded
folding chairs, staring blankly at
the floor, their lockers or each
other. The only sound was the
harsh scrape of brushes cleaning
metal spikes as the attendants
did their job.
The St. Louis Cardinals'
clubhouse had the look and the
sound of a season slipping away.
Adam Dunn hit a grand slam
and a solo homer off Mark
Mulder, and the Cincinnati Reds
extended the Cardinals' late-season slump with a 7-2 victory
Tuesday night.
The defending World Senes
champions have dropped five in
a row, matching their season
high. After regrouping for an
impressive comeback, the
Cardinals have started unraveling down the stretch.
They were 10 1/2 games out
at the end of June, but had rallied to within a game of first
place in the NL Central before
they hit their current skid. The
loss left them four games out.
their biggest deficit since Aug.
24.
"It's just tough," said right
fielder Rick Ankle!, who played
a big part in the loss. "These are
big games to lose, and we are
not playing to our potential,
which makes it that much
worse."
Ankiel lost a fly ball that
dropped for a double, then let
another deflect off the heel of
his glove for a two-run error
during Cincinnati's six-run third
inning. Dunn. who hit a solo
homer in his first at-bat, hit his
seventh career slam off Mulder
(0-21 during the 10-batter
inning.
Essentially. that was it.
"In this ballpark to give up
extra outs?" manager Tony La
Russa said. "We gave up two of
them. That's more the story than
Mark's pitching. A strange
inning. We mugged the two
:—
David Eckstein and Ryan
Lodwick hit solo homers off
Matt Belisle (8-8), who allowed
six hits in seven innings.
There was more bad news for
St. Louis before the game.
Outfielder Chris Duncan is out
for at least 10 days — and possibly for the season — because of
a sports hernia that will need
surgery at some point.
:Also, third baseman Scott
Relen had season-ending shout-

Correction
• In the Friday. Sept. 7 edition
ot the Ledger ct Times, it was
reported that three local Martial
Arts America students had
participated
recently
in
Miirray's first-ever Ultimate
Cgge Fighting event at the
NAlliam "Bill" Cherry Expo
Center. The event, however,
was in fact not a UCF-sanctieried event. Instead, it was
called the Back to School
Btatdown.
:The first UCF event in
nurray is scheduled for Sept.
20 at 7 p.m. at Racer Arena.
Tickets are $30 for ringside
seats, $20 for chair seats and
$/0 for bleacher scats. They can
bc purchased at various locatigns in Murray.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Louisville quarterback Brian Brohm surveys the field while waiting for the snap from center during the Cardinals' win over Murray State earlier this month. Brohm and UofL will be looking for
their fifth straight victory over in-state rival Kentucky on Saturday.
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The Reds Adam Dunn (44) blasts a grand slam off Cardinals
pitcher Mark Mulder in the third inning of Tuesday's game in
Cincinnati. Dunn also hit a solo home run off Mulder in the
second inning as the Reds struck another blow to the
Redbirds' postseason hopes in a 7-2 final.
der surgery.
piled up seven hits and seven
The Cardinals' rotation was runs, aided by Ankiel's misadthe foundation for their about- ventures.
face. It's been a big part of their
-There are still some things
recent downturn.
that are tough for me to throw
The 30-year-old Mulder when I want to and when I need
hoped to shore it up by making to," Mulder said. "I didn't make
his comeback from left shoulder good pitches in that inning. In
surgery fast Sept. 12. He that inning, the ball was up and
rejoined the club and gave up six hittable."
runs in tour innings of an 8-2
Anklel was one of baseball's
loss
to
Pittsburgh
last feel-good stories last month,
Wednesday.
when the failed pitcher made his
He lasted four innings again return to the majors as a slugin his second start. The Reds ging outfielder.

think a slap in the face to any- west of Lexington a few years
know who's boss and he just body. Kentucky fans in ago. The billboard is emblalaughs and points to billboards' Louisville want Kentucky play- zoned with the phrase "we're
miles ahead," a geographically
proximity to a couple of other ers to be promoted."
Though the Cardinals have accurate double entendre that
landmarks: Churchill Downs
their own billboards in the city may or may not have been a notand the city's airport.
"It's created some sensitivi- — some trumpeting the school's so-veiled shot at the Wildcats.
Rather than go head-to-head
ty," Schlafer admitted. "We win over Wake Forest in the
were looking for a way to pro- Orange Bowl last year, others with the Wildcats across the
mote the successes of last year with Brohm and women's bas- entire state, the Cardinals have
and the optimism surrounding ketball star Angel McCoughtry chosen to pick their battles.
"We've zeroed in on the
this year. What (the billboards) on them — don't expect to see a
did was direct the message billboard of basketball coach western part of the state and
toward the folks who have made Rick Pitino outside Rupp Arena places like Cincinnati," Moats
anytime soon.
said. "We've got a radio affiliate
it successful."
"Slapping a billboard (near in Lexington now. We'll probaThe Wildcats have been
diplomatic about the publicity, the UK campus) doesn't make bly have more of a presence in
though Burton, a Louisville sense," said Louisville national (the Lexington area), but we
native, said he gets a kick out of marketing director Kyle Moats. want it to be strategic."
And the Louisville athletic
seeing his face in his hornetoWn "We're just not going to put it up
director Tom Jurich — who has
wearing the colors of the enemy. there and be retaliatory."
You could argue that the orchestrated
athletic
an
"I love going home and seeing my picture." he said. "I love Cardinals started the billboard Renaissance at Louisville —
the fact I've got a billboard in battle first. The university creat- joked over the summer that the
the city of Louisville. ... I don't ed quite a stir when it unveiled a Cats could advertise in Cardinal
billboard on Interstate 64 just Stadium if they wanted.

*4411014,

EMPLOYEE DISCOUNTS

ALL 4 LOCATIONS

Take An Additional 15% Off Our Every Day Low Discount Price!**
Payments o OilaTian
Save on EVERY Item Throughout the Store
Broyhil
For Example:•

Buy at "SPECIAL Rem Value
NEW EMPLOYEE'
DISCOUNT PRICES pace $793
81,245

Disown Price
Less 15%

'

933
140

Famous Name Brands
• Thomasville
• Broyhill
• lIenredon
• Lane/Action
• Serta
• Mattress 1st

• AICO

• Klaussner
• La-Z-Boy
• American
Sleep
• Ashley
• Pennsylvania
House

.:The Ahura,. Ledger & Times
stoves to ensure accurate and
fagr reporting; however mistaps occasionally occur. It is
ttle Ledger's policy to correct
et:tors. To report a news or
sgbrts mistake or error, please
c4I 753-1916.

Savings In Every Department For Every Room In Your Nome:
• Dining Rooms
• hcasional
• I amps
• Pictures
• Bedding

•Jewelry Armoires
• Curio Cabinets
• Bombe Chests
• Entertainment
Centers

• lahle Top
essories
•('omputer Desk,
.
()Ili( t•
• Sss IS i1 Roc ker s

•(Alder Rockers
• Ret liners
• ‘..leeper ,$otas
• Bedrooms
• I is in:: Rooms
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Murray High news magazine show begins airing on local cable systems
Special to the Ledger
Students in Murray High's
production
Sc hool s tele v
class debuted 'The Tiger Stripes.
their first monthly news magarine show this morning On
Channel 11 After showcasing
the tirst segment. the 30-minute
show will be available for previewing every day except
Tuesday and Thursday at 5 pm
and
Electric
Murray
on
Newwave Communications stations
The show will also be shown
during the Murray Independent
School District Board Meeting
at 7 p in Thursday
Through a new collaborative
effort fostered between Murray
Independent School District.
University's
Murray State
PASO Photo
Mass
and
Journalism
Joey
Mercadante,
Adam)
Gray,
Aneshia
is
Staff
Stnpes
Tiger
'The
13
Channel
Department WMHJS
4'oniniunication
Back Row from
and MS1.1's Broadcast Media Skaggs. Bntney Eckles, Center Hannah Boone and John Merrell, anchors,
Services. students in the MHS left Wesley Huffer, Zack Newsome, Austin Washum, Correy Crowley, Shelly Greene, Shaun
production class Are able to McClure, Devin Cohoon, Nicole Edison, Jacob Hines. Morgan Steiner and Samantha Ashcratt
the
experience
personally
Channel 6, MSU TV-11 and var- duct inside the studio
-hands-on skills" required to large group that expressed inter
Students are also responsible
produce quality television con- est in the class," she said -The ious cable systems.
covering events, filming and
the
stufor
that
to
able
ideas
be
and
to
stories
inspinng
"Ifs
tent
dents work on each day will show the students the numerous photographing events outside of
MHS Principal Teresa Speed
our whole distnct and skills required to perform each class. Updating the current
said a "work-study" program highlight
pride and excel- task in television production and PowerPoint presentation of photradition,
the
funded between MSC and the
ownership tos that airs on Channel 13 is
itIC practiced on a
that
lence
watch as they take
electronic
MSU
MISD enables
to in each project and make it their also a responsibility of class
is
goal
Our
basis
daily
media graduate Chns Hasnes to
this program into two own," he said. "The end result is members.
offer his espenise that he expand
next year"
sections
"We take it one day at a time,
content that interests them and is
undergraduacquired during his
produced with a greater degree as well as one step at a time,"
operaTV
McKee!,
Jeremy
ate studies and in his klitTetli
Purdom said. -We have to
graduate studies "This is a tions director for MS11's of excellence."
crawl before we walk and the
and
primary
Journalism
a
set
of
has
Department
Haynes
win win, situation for all
doing just that
insidsed.•" she said -The stu• ..-MasS.Criiiiniunic:ations, said this goal that when students in this students are
the first steps airdents are able to learn multiple first-time endeasor is a prime class graduate from MHS. they crawling with
news magazine
onurnUnic anion skills through example of a set.% ice partnership will be able to enter Murray ing their first
that will continue to build on State". MC department, or any show."
this lacekol dads studs'
JM4". already strong existing other higher education insutuIn addition to the MSU initial
Haynes partners his teaching
with local high tion, and use the skills they've agreement, WMHS Channel 13
skills %rill the leadership of relationship
school media programs
acquired at 1'V-I3 to stand out is also funded through a grant
Amy ‘14..Dowell. MIIS business
"Our department is very among other incoming students. from the City of Murray through
teacher. and Sherry Purdotti.
A class composed of 17 MHS Murray Electric and Newwave.
MISD public information offi- pleased that we can help support
hool's media students ranging from sopho- This funding incentive was
Sc
High
Murray
cer
class Students in the class will more to senior. WMFIS "TV It is championed by former Murray
"%kith all the technical, news
receise excellent training from an initial production class that Mayor, the late Freed Curd. as a
rep.'fling and public relations
JMC graduate student Chris airs monthly news within City of Murray initiative to
initiatises taught inside the
Haynes.- he said "Not only is M1SD. The students have assist with area educational outclassroom students are receiving
an extremely talented implemented the entire program. lets in their media communicaChris
the technical expertise that Chris
media producer. he is from the decision of the shows tions program
brings to the students. as well as electronic
person to wort with" covered, to the title of the show,
fantastic
Grant funding is provided to
Mrs
- and
Mt. 1),,v.r11 .
Mrs
University
The Tiger Stripes, and news Murray
State
is thc former pro
Haynes
Purdovirs teaching and public
logo.
Channel Ii, the Murray High
relations esicrietic e." Speed gram .ind music director with
Artistic talent is also utilized School Television Production
said "Vie arc' already seeing a Heartland Ministries Radio, and
‘o:proslwer on as students are asked to partici- class, as well as the Calloway
whole new-set ot--it•-•nes coming - -A;411TC1111) _1,1
show
weekly
pate by designing the news logo County High School's television
out of our telesision studio that MSU's
and also and a hand-painted program A yearly stipend is
will he seen ni the thiS the show Roundabout Murray, a tele V I
designated to each school that
tiger as the back drop on set
.IIrssiotiprilrain that highlights
the beginning of the numerous events on Ma's Students are asked to design the
Ldfliptis and throughout the
set to match the different scg
hoot !.C.11 we .ktUall!, had to
ments and interviews they coil
s
New
on
ati`
that
"'
mu
"'
in
the
reduce the class sue ),

Iry

HERITAGE

supplements equipment purchases.
"This program is advantageous to all students involved,"
said Murray Mayor Tom
Rushing "We support this program whole heanodly that our
previous mayor had the foresight to inmate and will continue to support efforts to build this
for ow community students."
Murray Electric has provided
technical, human resource and
financial assistance to the
Murray Independent School
District since 1942. Dunng
recent years, MES has viewed
the MISD's television production program as a creative
avenue for students to receive
hands on training and education
in the fields of journalism, public relations and electronic
media.
"Many of our employees are
graduates. and now have children attending the MISD. We
have been involved in many
facets of the school system,
from lighting the athletic fields,
installing score boards, to
removing student built rockets
caught in trees while participating in science projects," said
MES General Manager Tony
Thompson. "We are proud of
the role that we've played in
helping with this program, but
are especially pleased with the
amount of work and effort the
,ktudents and staff at the elementary, middle and high school levels have put into the program.
We look forward to continued
work with the school system and
the student productions that will
soon be airing on Channel 13."
C'urrently MES reaches
almost 4,000 homes through
their subscriber service. Its
public access channel 15 airs all
MHS home football and basketball games on Saturday, Sunday
and Wednesday of the following
week at 2 and 7 p.m.
Newwave Communications
provides technical, human
resources and financial assistance to MISD as well.
Servicing over 110,000 customers nationwide, Newwave
Communications carries MHS
on channel 13 in Murray and
Calloway County. Newwave
Communications also re •la s all

home and away Murray High
football and basketball games
on channel 19 on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday afternoons beginning at 1 p.m.
"We are proud to be able to
assist in this endeavor", says
Cameron Miller, general manner for Newwave. "When 1 saw
the curriculum that Teresa,
Sherry, Amy and Chns composed, I knew good things were
coming.
"It's exciting to see the creativeness. With our help, the
students will be able to reach
thousands of households in
Murray and Calloway County
and over 9,000 households during telethons. The students
develop skills they need regardless of the career paths they
choose. I just think it's a great
stepping stone for anyone considering communications. I'm
ready to tune in and watch."
Aneshia Gray, an MHS sophomore, said "It takes a lot more
than putting two people in front
of a camera and telling them to
read the teleprompter.
"Wnters,editors and even the
anchors go through a lot of Mittbit to put together the 'this looks
so easy' show you see on television," she said. "This class provides you with plenty of information to have a successful
career in media or television
production."
"This has been one of the
most interesting classes I have
taken in high school," said
Austin Washum, an MHS senior.
Shelley Green, an MHS
sophomore, said in addition to
attending the daily 55-minute
class, the added class requirements are providing students
with the opportunity to cover
numerous events within the
MISD. 'We put in hours after
school so that our school district
has a show they are proud to
showcase."
The students will also be
working with the Murray Lion's
Club to air their telethon from
their studio Nov. 5-8 and also
produce the MISD night with for
the Rotary Club Telethon on
Nov. 13
The MISD Rotary telethon
will air from MSU TV II studio.

UP TO $1.200 REBATE AND
COMFORTABLE. CLEAN AIR.
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Come on by for your FREE Cabinetry

Deign and also take a look at the large
election of Counter Tops and Flooring

Solutions

270-759-9680
1550 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
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Friday,
Sept , 14th 2007
10-00 am- 6.00 pm

Aristokraft
rem ( a $399.00 Value)
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RECEIVE UP TO A

$1,200 REBATE
plus 6 months some as cash'
when you purchase any qualifying Trone XLi system
between August 30 and October 31, 2007.
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The revolutionary Trane aeanEneCtSTM
the first central ow system that
removes up to 99 98% of the allergens
from all the air that it heats or cools
And now through October 31, 2007, you
can gel a rebate up to S1200 when you
purchase one Isn't rt time you expected
more from your system?
is
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Like Two Systems In One.., Which Saves You Money!
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Trane's X1.191 is like having two systems in one On most days, it runs efficientty
of low speed for maximum savings But when the weather makes it necessary,
the unit switches to the larger compressor to provide even greater comfort
more from
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your Independent Trane dealer

Call

1-888472-6321 411
Mr
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* Be Sure to see Aubn or Debra for Details
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